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ABSTRACT 
Descriptions of nurse internships have ref lected a broad 
diversity of schemes in content , objectives and outcomes . The 
paucity of  research about most aspects of  the program supported 
the need to investigate the content . It  was vita lly important 
that the curriculum for the internship program be cogent to the 
deve lopmental needs of the nurse interns . 
The primary  purpose of  this study was to  determine the essen­
tia l  content of  a surgical nurse internship program . Five groups 
of nurses ranked and weighted 68 topics which were organi zed i nto 
five categories : professional,  personal, patient/fami ly , broad 
c linical and surgical nursing . Kendall's Coefficient o f  Concor­
dance was uti li zed to determine t he agreement within each of  the 
five nurse groups , between the nurse groups and among a ll nurses . 
The chi square test was applied to determine the level of signi­
ficance of  the agreement .  Rank and weight standing of  each topic 
by each nurse group and of  a ll nurses was obtained . 
There was significantly high agreement among all nurses in 
ranking topics of  all five categories . All nurse groups had highest 
agreement in ranking the professiona l and personal topics . There 
was a moderately high agreement in ranking broad c linical and 
surgical nursing and moderate agreement in ranking patient/fami ly 
categories . Only one group of  nurses , the associate degree faculty 
had a moderate agreement within their group in selecting app ropriate 
topics . Other nurses had low agreement within their groups in rank� 
ing the 68 topics . Of all ten between groupings , the nursing 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During the 1970's , nursing services throughout the United States 
adopted the concept of nurse internships as a mechanism to fac i litate 
the adjustment of new graduates to their first emp loyment exper ience . 
Descriptions of nurse internships ref lected a broad diversity of schemes 
to achieve a variety of objectives and outcomes . It was the researcher 's 
observation that , in spite of these differences of strategies , nurse 
interns seemed better able to survive in the "system" than those who 
went through the transitional period unassisted . 
Care of the hospitalized patient during the 1970's and ear ly 
1980's became increasing ly comp lex as a result of both interna l and 
external deve lopments . The knowledge explosion in the med ical field 
advanced the technical, physical and social sciences . The economic 
status of the United States progressed rapidly to be harnessed finally 
by political and economic woes . Into this system , the new graduate 
nurse emerged with concepts of an idealistic nursing practice . Very 
of ten nurs ing educators succeeded in developing nurses whose conceptual 
knowledge was greater than their practical ski lls . Kramer (1974 ) 
not ed the predicament of the new ly emp loyed graduates of nursing service 
some of whom wer e frustrated , then job hopped and eventua lly left the 
nursing profession . 
As the conflict between nursing education and nursing practice 
became more pronounced , both educat ors and nursing administrators 
shared their concerns with one another (Chichere lla and Lutz , 1981, 
p . 107 ) . The nurse internship was one solut ion to the di lemma and was 
promoted as the ideal solution by some nursing service adminis trators 
with the encoura gement of nurse educators . 
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Innovative nurse internship program directorst Burrell, Lolly 
and Wilkinski ( 1 977 ) t  Fleming , Woodcock and Boyd ( 1 975 ) , Hekelman , 
Shaffner , Mitchell and Bruns ( 1974 )  and Strauser ( 1979 ) ,  presented a 
diversity of content very of ten reflecting the specific needs of a 
nursing service . Nevertheless , the profes sional success of the nurse 
interns satisfied nurs ing service administrators and educators . 
Administrators and educators of nurses di scussed the question of 
consistenc y of content and expectations during the transi tional period . 
I t  became obvious that nurse internshi p  programs could be strengthened 
by having input from senior nursing students , nursing faculty and 
nur sing service groups regarding their choice of content . Hence , i t  
was decided t o  identify , investigate and anal yze the content o f  selected 
nurse internship programs . 
A .  NEED FOR THE STUDY 
The questions surrounding nur se internshi p  prog rams in hospi tal s 
are complex and multifaceted . First , there was a need to anal yze the 
various definitions of "nurse internship" as presented in the literature . 
Could a program concept with so many definitions legit imately be 
c lassified as a nurse internship program? 
A second question arose as a result of paucity of research about 
most aspects of nurse internshi p programs . This dearth supported the 
need to  investigate the content of  the programs . 
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Third , as the number of nurse internship programs increased , 
questions of practica lity , cost effectiveness and motivation for offering 
the programs began to deve lop . Some nurse administrators expressed 
concern that agencies were sponsoring nurse internship programs merely 
to recruit new nurses , without consideration for content , cost 
ef fectiveness or outcome of the program . (Spicer , 1979, p .  69) 
A study was designed to identify essential content for select 
nurse internship programs that would be helpful to those responsible 
for designing their program , since the inclusion of appropriate content 
is essential to the success of any nurse internship program . (Fleming 
et al . ,  1975, p. 598) 
This study was designed to determine the essential content for 
nurse internship programs for nurses preparing to  work in a surgical 
inpatient nursing area . It is conceivable however , that the findings 
of this study might be applicable to other similar types of  nurse 
internship programs or to a more generalized type of nurse internship 
program . 
B .  PURPOSE 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the perceived 
content appropriate and essential for inc lusion in a surgical nurse 
internship program . 
C. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem for this study was to col lect and analyze data to 
determine perceived content for inc lusion in a surgical nurse intern­
ship program . The study was designed to answer the fo llowing questions : 
1 .  How d o  s en ior stud ents f rom o n e  baccalaur eat e nurs ing 
program and the adult health nursing faculty compar e in id ent ifying , 
ranking and weighting topics for inc lusion in a surgical nurse 
int ernship p rog ram? 
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2. How do s en ior stud ents from one associate d egree nursing 
program and the med ical-surgical nurs ing facu lty from the same prog ram 
compare in id entifying , ranking and w eight ing topics for inc lusion in a 
surg ical nurse int ernship program? 
3.  How do s en ior stud ents in one associate d egree nurs ing 
prog ram and s en io r  students in one baccalaureate nurs ing program 
compar e in id ent ify ing , ranking and w eight ing topics for inc lusion in 
a surg ical nurse int ernship program? 
4. How do the faculty from one bacca lau reat e nurs ing p rogram 
and facu lty from one associate d egree nursing program compar e in 
id entif y ing , ranking and weight ing topics for inc lus ion in a surgical 
nurs e  int ernship program? 
5. How does the id entif icat ion , ranking and weight ing of top ics 
by nursing servic e  staff for inclusion in a surgical nurse int ernship 
program compar e with the following : 
a .  s enior nursing stud ents of a baccalaureat e program? 
b .  s enio r  students of  an  assoc iate d eg ree program? 
c .  facu lty o f  a bacca laur eate program? 
d .  faculty of an associat e d egree program? 
6. How do the rankings and weight ings of all f iv e  groups 
compare with one another? 
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D. ASSUMPTIONS 
For purposes of this investigation , the fo llowing assumptions 
were relied upon: 
1 .  The responses of the participants were honest and accurate . 
') "- •  Continued learning is an integral part of  a professiona l 
career . 
E .  DELIMITATIONS 
This study was delimited to the following : 
1 .  A population of a large southeastern hea lth care and 
teachi ng university consisting of nursing faculty , nursing students and 
related nursing service staff. 
2. Topics relevant to the practice of surgical nursing in an 
inpatient area excluding crit ical care nursing . 
F .  DEFINITIONS 
For purposes of this study, the following definitions apply :  
Adult Health Nursing Faculty . Nursing faculty who teach and supervise 
st udent nurses who are enro lled in adult health courses of a 
baccalaureate degree program . 
Associate Degree Nurse . A registered nurse who ho lds an assoc iate 
degree in nur sing as his/her highest academic credential . The associate 
degree nurse has been prepared to g ive technical nursing care . 
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Baccalaureate Nurse . A registered nurse who holds a baccalaureate 
degree in nursing as his/ her hig hest academic credential. The 
bacca laureate degree nurse has been prepared to give professional 
nursing care . 
Coordinator . An instructor of continuing education who coordinates 
a ll activities of the nurse internship program . 
Continuing Education . Planned learning experi ences which go beyond a 
basic nursing educational program . These experiences are designed to 
promote the development of knowledge , ski lls and attitudes for the 
enhancement of nursing practice . 
Inservice Education . Planned instructional or training programs 
provided by an employing agency in the work setting and designed to 
increase competence in a specific area . Inservice education is one 
aspect of continuing education . 
Medical-Surgical Nursing Faculty . Nursing faculty who teac h and 
supervise student nurses who are enro lled �n medica l-sur gical courses 
of an associate degree nursing program . 
Newly Graduated Nurse . The nurse who has graduated from a program 
pr eparing regi stered nurses but who has less than six months' work 
experienc e.  This group exc luded registered nurses who have been 
li censed practical nurses previously . 
Or ientation . The basic program to acquaint new staff members with the 
broad scope of the org anization , policies , procedures , specific role ,  
responsibilities and the administrative staff . 
Preceptor . A registered nurse who has been selected on the basis of 
clinical expertise , experience and persona l characteristics to provide 
interns with a structured support mechanism during a nurse internship 
program. 
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Senior Nursing Student in an Associate Degree Program. Senior nursing 
students who are matriculated in their last semester o f  an associate 
degree nursing p rogram. 
Senior  Nursing Student in a Baccalaureate Program . Senior nursing 
students who are matriculated in the last semester of  a baccalaureate 
nursing program . 
Staff Nurse I .  An instituti onal classification o f  a registered nurse 
who has beginning competency in clinical and managerial nursing skills . 
Surgical Nurse Internship Program . A ten to twelve month transitional 
prog ram for beginning registered nurses to develop skills  and adjust t o  
t he new role and responsibilities of  a surgical nurse . Nurse intern s  
who work a s  staff nurses rotate t o  three �r more clinical unit s  and a re 
assigned t o  work days ,  afternoon and night shi f t s. Experienced regi s ­
tered nurses serve a s  preceptors f o r  nurse interns a nd gui de t hem through­
out the nurse internship program. An internship coordinator plans 
PrltlcAtinnAl Activities and d irects the surgical nurse internship program. 
Topical Category. A group of  selected topics of a surgical nurse 
internship program organi zed into common categories for the convenience 
of  part icipants' selection and researcher 's analysis.  
G.  S UMMARY 
A review of the literature identified numerous descriptions of 
a variety of  nurse internship programs . These nurse internship programs 
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were examined as  to definition and purpose, implementation, and content 
and method of selection . There was min imal research on outcomes of the 
nurse internship and no research was found relative to content selection 
of the nurse internship program . 
The chapter on me thodology describes the construction of a 
68 i tem instrument used to identify appropriate topics for a surgical 
nurse internsh ip program . A description of the study population of 
student nurse s of a baccalaureate program and an assoc iate degree 
program and their faculties and nur s ing service s taff are pr esented . 
The statistical design utilized several statistical measures to tes t 
the data , ranking and weighting , Kendall's coefficient of concordance 
W, chi square and mean correlation . 
Data were anal yzed by examining the rank correlation coefficient 
within , between each two and among all five groups of nurses . The 
rankings by all nurses of the 68 topics are presented . 
The researcher concluded the research by summarizing the findings , 
conc lusions and recommendations . The study in retrospect outlined an 
ideal program for a surgical nurse internship based upon the f indings 
of this study . 
CHAPTER I I  
REVIEW O F  THE LITERATURE 
A .  INTRODUCTION 
Nurse internship programs have developed in both depth and 
comprehension during the past twenty years . The literature revie�ted 
for the purpose of this study presented the accomplishments of nurse 
internship sponsors, who shared with their readers aspirations, styles 
of  implementation and program results . 
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In reviewing the literature to determine content of a surgical 
nurse internship prog ram three specific areas were examined: definition 
and purpose , structure and implementation , and content and methods of 
selec tion . These categories of the nurse internship were pertinent to  
the research problem of  identifying the content of  a surgical nurse 
internship . 
The purpose of nurse internship programs, as the y normally or 
routinely existed to assist new graduates in the transition from school 
to service, was investigated . In addition , data describing the purpose 
of nurse internship programs provided clues for the content of  these 
pr ograms . Coordinators of nurse internship programs were intrigued 
with the content selection of the neophytes . 
Many staff development programs were originated to  assist the 
new registered nurses to adjust to  their profes sional role . I t  became 
necessary to identify the simple orientation types from the more highly 
sophisticated and structured nurse interns hip programs which focused on 
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the professional development of a new grad uate . The time f rame , the 
participants, the faculty and the sponsors of nurse internship programs 
were studied, since these aspects supported and facilitated the nurse 
inte rnship program . Because content was so essential to  a positive 
outcome of the programs, various surveys of content were reviewed . 
B .  DEFINITION OF PURPOSE 
Nursing service managers and educators made numerous attemp ts 
to resolve the problem of the transition of the new graduate from 
schoo l to servic e .  An analysis of these reported attemp ts identified 
several common concerns: the presenc e of an advisor for the new 
graduate , the expansion of orientation ac tivities and the addition of 
continuing education as well as the provision of several ty pes of 
nursing experiences in a more controlled environment . 
These staff development programs to  assist the new grad uate 
nurse had been given , by their originators , a variety of names: 
nurse internships, clinical rotations , preceptorsh�p s , t ransitional 
programs, orientation units and residencies . Each program varied 
somewhat in its purpose , content and struc ture . The originators of  
nurse internship programs frequently included the program definition 
and purpose in one statement. Therefore, this review of literature 
examined both aspects , definition and purpose , as one category. 
Programs entitled nurse internships were defined by their 
sponsors in various ways. Ross (1966) charact erizes her nurse 
internship as foll ows: 
A well-defined program that provides guidance 
f or progressive responsibility and authority in 
the practical situation would help the young 
graduate over this trying period . (Ross, 1966, 
p .  40) .  
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Ross ' s  program was a structured one of learning experiences and 
frequent guidance by supervisors and faculty . The plan of the nurse 
internship program was to advance the new nurse from basic skills into 
a more complex practice experience in the clinical nursing set ting . 
Vivian Ross , University of Flor ida , J .  Hillis Miller Health 
Center , initiated the nurse internship  program to educate the new 
graduate f or team leadership and to give guidance to those "in the 
throes of assuming full professional responsibility . "  (Ross , 1966 , 
p .  42 ) Nursing faculty of this same University of Florida agreed that 
the nurse internship program would provide continued learning 
experiences in the right atmosphere f or learning . 
The "right atmosphere" was deemed important by these pioneering 
faculties and director s ,  as it would encourage the interns t o  explore 
and grow at their own pace with freedom t o  disagree with the existing 
health care delivery system .  It was hoped that this plan would provide 
an atmosphere conducive to learning, would devel op trust and f oster 
relaxation . 
About the same t ime, again in Florida, two nursing service 
director s ,  Emily Myers and Ella Pott ( 1966 ) , described their experiences 
with·the nurse internship program . The writers identi fied a chasm that 
existed between the nursing education and service , particular ly  in 
preparati on of graduates f or hospital nursing roles . The nurse 
internship program was their solution to bridge that chasm f or their 
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graduates o f  associate arts , baccalaureate a nd diploma programs . Myers 
a nd Pott i nitiated the nurse i nternship program at Halifax District 
Hospital in Daytona Beach , Florida , to familiari ze the nurse i nter ns 
with their role, to provide different a nd varied experiences a nd as 
much practice as possible , a nd to allow sufficient time to give direct 
care , to  develop skills and to i ncrease confide nce in themselves . 
Def i nitions of  nurse inter nship programs became more plentiful 
in the 1970 ' s .  It  was dur i ng that decade that the tra nsition programs 
described i n  the literature were termed preceptorships a nd clinical 
rotations , as well as nurse inter nships . Also greater special i zat ion 
of  nurse i nter nship programs were offered for  critical care , surgery , 
commu nity health , psychiatry a nd mental health . 
However , i nternships with broad nursing experie nce cont i nued to 
be  described in the literature duri ng the 1 970 ' s . The nurse i nternship 
program at the University of Chicago Hospital was described by  Golub 
i n  these terms: 
. a voluntary three-mo nth program open to  a ny 
nursing g raduate with six months or less exper­
ience • • • to ass ist the begiqni ng practitione� 
to adjust to her role as a staff  nurse a nd to  
become acquai nted with the i nstitution, its 
people a nd the resources available for her 
development . (Golub , 1 9 7 1 , p .  76 ) 
One year later , in  1972, Martel a nd Edmunds published a follow-up 
on nurse i nternship programs . Their expanded defi nition a nd goals 
were as follows: 
to assist begi nni ng practitioners to  adj ust 
to  their role as  registered nurses i n  staff nurse 
positions .  The specific objectives are to assist 
them to i ncrease their ability to perform nursi ng 
skills , to be  comfortable as practitioners with 
professional responsibilities and as members 
of the health team, to feel secure and welcome 
in the hospital environment in which they work , 
to be better able to organize and under stand 
the nursing process, and to under stand and 
develop skill in roles of leadership . ( Martel 
and Edmunds, 1 972, p .  94 1 -2 )  
These objectives are reflected in numerous other nurse 
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internship programs that were developed and defined in the literature . 
In 1 974, Hekelman, Schoffner, Mitchell and Bruns, simultaneously 
developed a nurse in ternship program for associate degree students and 
a research project to test its outcome . This nurse internship program 
within an educational framework proposed to : 
• • . offer recent l y  graduated associate degree 
nurses the opportunity to develop increased 
clinical skills in the management of nursing 
care for a group of patients and would assist 
the graduate in her new role as a staff nurse . 
(Hekelman et al, 1 974, p .  3 3 )  
These innovators and researchers believed that the nurse 
internship program would promote positive goals for the nurse such as 
increased self-confidence, continuity of  care for patients, inc reased 
instruction for the individual , controlled workload and decreased 
competition of  g raded educational systems . 
The following purposes for nurse internship programs were 
reported with great frequenc y: the at trac tion of  new graduates , 
as sisting new graduates in gaining security and knowledge , the 
development of skills and the retention of ideals while f unc tioning as 
a member of the heal th care team . There was also emphasis on the 
appreciation of the broad aspects of health care and adjustment to the 
nursing role . ( Bon Secours, 1 975 ; Fleming et al . ,  1975; Weiss and 
Ramsey , 1977; Burrell et al . ,  1977; Herda , 1978 ; Carozza , Con gdon and 
Watson , 1978 ; Strauser , 1979; Archbold , 1977) 
In further development of the program, Carozza et al . ( 1978) , 
Uni versity of  Colorado , p roposed a comprehensive nurse internship 
program as noted in these eight objecti ves : 
1 .  To function independently in the clinical setting . 
2.  To assume a prac ticing nurse role rather than a student 
nurse role . 
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3 .  To apply advanced knowledge to the clinical nursing proces s .  
4 .  To utilize ad vanced clinical nursing data t o  examine 
knowledge base  for decision-making . 
5. To function as a full member of  the health care team . 
6 .  To assume responsibility for continuity o f  car e .  
7. To util i ze a specific conceptual framework for the 
assessment , p lanning , management and e valuation of 
nursing practi ce . 
8 .  To examine own role change from student to practicing 
nurse . ( Carozza et al . ,  1978 , p. 15) 
The nurse internship program of the Area Health Education Center 
in the San Joaquin Valley , Cal ifornia , reflected the concepts of  the 
Colorado program . ( lveiss and Ramsey , 1977) 
Other innovators, Burrell et al . ,  (1977) , organi zed the 
o bject i ves of  their nurse internship program into three levels of 
progress i ve a bilities: 
1 .  To develop technical skills. 
2 .  To  develop perceptual and inter viewing skills  for 
independent decision-making . 
3. To develop skil ls of leadership , patient famil y  
teaching and crisis inter vention . ( Burrell et al . ,  
1977' p .  114) 
Description o f  some nurse internship programs indicated the 
sophistication and breadth of  program purposes . For example , the Area 
Health Education Center pointed out that the purpose for role ad justment 
was "to increase psychosocial adaptation of  the new graduate to t he 
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staf f nurse role .'' (Weiss and Ramsey, 1977) This concept was broadly 
identifiedt in simple terms , as an objective of high priorit y by nearly  
every author. (Archbold , 1977; Burrell et al . ,  1977; Coco , 1976; 
Fleming et al . ,  1975; Gentry , 1966; Go lub , 1971; Hekelman et al . ,  1974; 
Martin and Paskowitz , 1976) 
Sponsors 
C .  IMPLEMENTATION OF NURSE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS 
The inservice and staff development departments of nursing 
service of hospitals provided the leadership in the development of  
nurse internship programs . Gibbons and Lewison (1980) conducted a 
survey o f  hospitals in the Mid-At lantic states and found that , of 14 
insti tutions with a nurse internship program , all were sponsored 
through the staff developmen t  departments . Faculty of  schools of  
nursing had not been included in the planning and implementation . �he 
majority o f  these hospitals were medium-sized , 186 to 400 beds; a few 
were larger insti tutions of 700 to 1000 beds . 
Roell (1981) rev iewed nurse internship programs sponsored in 
various other states and noted that ten hospital sponsors had fewer 
than 500 beds while four others ranged from 500 to 1058 beds . 
Communit y  hospitals , as wel l  as universi ty hospi tals , sponsored the 
internships . 
Some o f  the articles reviewed explained that educational 
institutions co-sponsored the nurse internships with the inservice 
departments o f  hospi tals . The program at  the University o f  Florida 
and J. Hillis Miller Health Center was a combined education-service 
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endeavor to help new graduates d evelop team leadership skills and 
expertise in a selected area of nursing practice . This Florida program 
for baccalaureate graduates was expanded to the Veterans ' Hospital, and 
interns earned four academic credits toward a master ' s degree in 
nursing . (Strauser , 1979 , p. 1071) 
Bitgood (1976) reported on Pacific Hospital ' s s ix-month critical 
care nurse internship that awarded six elective units toward a 
baccalaureate d egree. The program was coordinated with the Cali fornia 
State University of Long Beach. The associate degree nurses who were 
interns participated in  a 200-hour didactic program and a 1000-hour 
supervised clinical laborator y  experience in areas of critical care 
nursing. 
Time Frame 
The time f rame of nurse internships was noted to have a broad 
range of ten weeks to one year . Thi s one aspect of time frame 
suggested that a d iversity of objectives , content and outcome of the 
internship program existed . In the fourteen general internships 
surveyed by Gibbons and Lewison (1981) , three time frames were in 
evidence: 
Number of Programs 
8 
5 
1 
Time Frame 
10 to 16 weeks 
26 weeks 
52 weeks 
The time frame of an internship was extremely important to the 
sponsor and partic ipants. An adequate amount of time had to be 
provided i f  the participants were to become ski llful and ad just to 
their new role. A lengthy internship could be too expensive for the 
sponsors if the intern participants were not scheduled to provide a 
consid erable amount of service in pa tient care. 
Participants 
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The participants of nurse internships were graduat es of any one 
of the three programs in nursing; associate degree , di ploma or 
baccalaureate . S ponsors of internships were free to determine which 
graduate nurses would participate in the internship program . A review 
of the literature on nurse internships indicates that eight programs 
include d  graduates of all p rograms and one included experienced nurses 
who desired a refresher program . (Archbold , 1977; Burrell et al . ,  1977; 
Carozza et  al . ,  1978; Fleming et  al . ,  1975; Gibbons and Lewison , 1980; 
Hekelman et al . ,  1976; Martel and Edmunds , 1972; Myers and Pott , 1968; 
Ross , 1966; Strauser , 1979; Weiss and Ramsey, 1977) The sponsors of 
the internships did no t explain their reasons for choosing the ir 
participants . Perhaps the flexibility to accep t  any graduat e  was a 
ma tter of convenience in recrui ting and employing all graduates who 
were available to them . 
On the other hand , a few descr ipt ions of internship programs 
offering academic credit indicated that the program was open to one 
speci fic t ype of graduate, the associate d egree graduate or the 
baccalaureate degree graduate . This stipulation provided the sponsor 
with a consistent curriculum to  deliver to a more homogenous group of 
interns . (Carozza et  al . ,  1978, p .  16) 
Hekelman et al, (1974) off ered the internship program to associate 
degree graduates only . Hekelman explained her rationale in this 
statement: 
Salary 
Recognition of these three factors: 
philosophical differences be tween nursing 
administration and nursing education, 
inadequate orientation programs, and the 
graduate herself, led to the development 
of a pilot project to provide a structured 
internship for recently graduated associate 
degree nurses . (Hekelman et al . ,  1974) 
Since the emphasis on productivity in nursing service was an 
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issue in the 1970's and the early 1980's, the consideration of nurse 
interns' salaries was an important one. This financial aspect was also 
important in selection of content. In order to make the nur se 
internship cost effective, it was essential that only necessary cont ent 
be identified and that duplication be avoided. Some institutions 
r ecognized that, although nurse interns were employees, they were 
neophytes and learners and could not be fully productive. One nurse 
internship program that offered academic credit did not pay full salary 
to the nurse interns. During the fir s t  half (or seven weeks) of the 
program, new graduates were paid fifty percent of the staff nurse 
salary, and during the las t  half they received full salary. (Carozza 
et al . ,  1978 , p. 17) 
In the 1980 survey of Gibbons and Lewison, it was noted that 
thirteen of the fourteen ins titutions paid full salary to the interns. 
They found only one exception in one lar ge institution where interns 
were paid for only 80 percent of their work time. 
In 1981, Shelagh Roell surveyed the nurse internship program of 
43 institutions. She found that, in one-half of the cas e s, nurse 
interns received less salary than staff nurses. 
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Since the Joint Commission on Accredi tation of  Hospital's 
standards require hospitals to provide orientation and s taff 
development programs for employees , nurse interns tend to receive full 
salary as do all other orientees o f  the hospital . (JCAH, 1 98 2 )  
Clinical Rotations 
Nurse internship programs provided numerous e xperiences in 
nursing , as well as practice in s pecialized areas . As the purpose of  
the internship was to assist the ne w graduates in their role  transi tion, 
their sponsors planned l earning e xperiences to  include multiple unit s  
with tours o n  all three shift s .  Roell ( 1981) found that unless the 
internships were for a ver y  specialized area , nearly all l iterature 
described general medical and surgical units for intern rotations . 
The sur vey of Gibbons and Le wison ( 1980) showed that of 14 nurse 
internships , 11 programs o ffered rotat ions to specialty areas , along 
with medical-surgical experiences . One nurse internship program was 
specif ically for critical care . Another program was for medical-surgical 
only, and one was for surgery with specialty rotations . 
The nurse interns at  the Medical College of Virginia had the 
privilege of choosing clinical rotations . Howe ver , Fleming et al . 
( 1975 ) noted t hat some favorite units became frequent choices , so 
directors of nursing and ad visors of the nurse internship planned unit 
rotations considering both the interest of interns and the needs of 
the hospital . Most unit rotations lasted three to f our months , whi le 
the operating room and intens i ve care assignments were  for six  months . 
Some programs rotated nurses to emergency and intens i ve care 
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units to provide a greater amount of experience in fast action . 
(Fleming et al . ,  1975; Burrell et al . ,  1977; Martin and Paskowitz , 1976), 
Nurse interns of St . Raphael's Hospital , New Haven, Connec ticut , 
rotated to  other clinical areas as they demonstrated a higher level of 
proficiency of skil l s . 
The first level was composed essentially of  
technical skills . The second focused on 
perceptual and interviewing skil ls necessary 
for independ ent decision making and application 
of theory in staff nur sing practice . The third 
level was aimed at acquiring skil ls in leadership , 
patient and family teaching and crisis intervention . 
( Burrell et al. , 1977, p .  114) 
Organizational Pattern 
Since nurse interns were staff nurses of a nursing service 
depar tment , they reported direc t ly to the head nurse on the unit . These 
head nurses expanded their role to accommodate tr.e neecs of  the program 
and became associated with the faculty and coordina tor s . Archbold 
(1977) reported that , at Mr . Zion Hospital and Medical Center in San 
Francisco, head nurses had two interns on their units . These head 
nurses met with the pr ogram coordinator to evaluate pr ogress and to 
discuss the problem of each intern . 
Fleming et al . (1975) reported that nurse interns were assigned 
to units as staff nurses and were supervised by their head nurses . 
In tern advisors from the staff development depar tment served as 
resource persons to the head nurses and the intern s .  
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Preceptors 
Sponsors of nurse internshi p ' s  introduced the preceptor concept 
in the middle and later 1970's . Nurse interns were assigned to 
preceptors who were immediately available as resource persons to interns 
on all three shifts . Carozza et al . ( 1978) stated that preceptors 
were selected by nursing service administrators and educators because 
they were good role models , expert clinicians , excellent teachers , and 
had a desire to work with the interns . Interns were of ten given the 
opportunity to select their preceptors or nursing service made 
preceptors available to interns . 
Chagares at Montef i ore Hospital , New York , referred t o  the 
immediate resource persons as mentors : 
The registered nurse mentors are staf f members 
who had demonstrated safe and competent 
c linical perf ormance • • • are interested in 
working with new nurses as clinical role 
models . (Chagares , 1980, p .  22 ) 
C .  CONTENT AND METHODS OF SELECTION 
The content of the nurse internship program is  dependent upon 
the learning needs of the nurse interns. Vari ous methods of arriving 
at the program c ontent were reported in the li terature . 
One of the most sophisticated methods employed in identifying 
curriculum c ontent was that of Porth ( 1979)  of the University of 
Wisconsin, Nilwaukee . In her decision making model ,  Porth displayed 
questions that challenged the curriculum c ontent of the nurse internship 
program . These questions examined current behav iors of nursing 
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practice , concepts and skills needed t o  achieve desired behavior and the 
most efficient learning sequence in  relation to other content taught 
in the program . P orth c oncluded her s tudy by introducing a plan to 
incorporate into the curriculum the concepts and skills f ound to be 
most necessary .  Porth applied this model to various areas of 
spec ialization such as geriatrics , coronary care and c ommunity health 
nursing . (Porth , 1979 , p .  8 1) 
Bradshaw ( 1966 ) and Fleming et al . ( 1975) used round r obin 
sessions attended by head nurses, school or nursing faculty and 
inservice coordinator s  who c ontributed their ideas of c ontent based 
upon personal observations . The programs were evaluated annually and 
modified as necessary .  
Appropriate content was regarded by the majority  of authors as 
one of the crucial issues of the nurse internship. Coordinators 
utilized the vari ous personnel associated with the program to provide 
clues which will determine content . Golub ( 1981) employed these 
techniques : 
1 .  Interviews with new graduates and students .  
2. Library research on new graduate , nursing servi ce 
expectations and present nursing educati on programs . 
3. Interviews with inservice coordinators and 
c oordinators of existing nurse internships . 
4. Personal recollections of the coordinator ' s  own 
needs as a new graduate . 
5 .  Interviews with the existing nursing staff . 
Weiss and Ramsey ( 1977)  engaged in a similar method of arriving 
at appropriate c ontent f or the nurse internship and , in  addition ,  sent 
questionnaires to head nurses of area hospi tals . Internshi p  
c oordinators of the later 1970 ' s  had an advantage of determining 
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content by util izing the f indings of  the earlier sponsored internship 
programs . 
Perhaps the most popular method of determining the curriculum 
content was the use of questionnaires to those involve d  with the 
internship--staff nurses , supervisors ,  allied health profess ionals, 
senior students and nurse interns . Herda ( 1978 ) used a skill list to 
obtain interns' self -e valuation of their proficiency in the application 
of physiological and psychosocial skills . These data were correlated 
with clinical observations at two and six- week intervals . Lakovics 
and Mark ( 1979 ) based their internship program content from the topics 
their interns selected on a quest ionnaire . 
Content of Programs with a General Educational Plan 
The review of the literature revealed var ying descriptions of 
content of the nurse internship programs . These programs reflected 
the creati vity  of nurses operating in a variety of situations and 
environments . The content of the programs like wise reflected this 
diversity and resulting inconsistency. Nurse internships that provided 
a broad transition to professional pract ice were sponsored for a period 
of eight weeks to one year. This time span alone suggested diversity 
of objectives, operations and outcomes. Nurse internships for 
specialized units ,  such as intensi ve care , were less d i versified. 
Spicer ( 1979 ) advocated that coordinators of nurse internships base 
their curriculum on advanced nursing skills and knowledge development . 
She stated the following : 
Nursing administration must hold new nurses 
accountable for basic nursing knowledge--to 
preserve the new nurses ' self -image as well  as to 
avoid becoming financially  responsible for a review 
of the basic nursing program. (Spicer , 1979, p .  72) 
In researching the literature, five categories of content for 
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general nurse internships have been identified . These are the following : 
1. Technical skills , basic and advanced . 
2. Perceptual and interviewing skills . 
3. Managerial skills . 
4. Intervention i n  a patient care situation . 
5 .  Role adjustment facilitator s . 
Technical S kills 
The review of nurse i nternship programs revealed an overwhelming 
focus on development of technical skills . The authors of the articles 
repeatedly stated that the neophyte nurses were knowledgeable of  theory 
of clinical prac tice but lacked skill, since they had not had adequate 
prac tice . Technical skills were d i vided into the general basic skills 
and advanced skills . Both levels included complex procedures. All of 
the nursing internships for general nursing included clinical skill  
development in the mai n  focus o f  the p rograms . (Archbold, 1977; 
Burrell et al . ,  1977; Carozza et al . ,  1978; Coco, 1976; Cramer, 1979; 
Hekelman et al . ,  1974; Herda, 1976; Martin and Paskowitz ,  1976; 
Strauser , 1979; Weiss and Ramsey, 1977) 
Burrell et al . (1977) comprehensively itemi zed the skills 
requiring additional practice. 
1. Catheter i zations 
2. Colostomy care 
3. Administration o f  ene mas 
4. Intravenous therapy 
5. Nasogastric sunctioning 
6. Hypothermia 
7. Hemovac application 
8 .  Blow bottles 
9. Respirat ory devices 
( Burrell  et al . ,  1977, p .  114) 
Perceptual S kills  and Interviewing S kills  
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Perceptual and interviewing skills were i dent i f ied as content by  
Burrell et al . (1977) . These specific skills were as  f ollows : 
1. Applying nursing process to individualized care . 
2. Accurate observations. 
3. Effective c ommunication with nursing staff , patient 
and family , other depart ments and physicians. 
4. Record pertinent data on the chart and other records .  
5. Function as team member on all  shifts . 
( Burrell et al . ,  1977, p .  114) 
The ability to funct ion as a team member was of ten included in 
the content of the internship program. ( Bon Secours ,  1975; Carozza et 
al . ,  1978; Gentry , 1966; Mar tin and Paskowitz, 1976; Strauser , 1979) 
Team leaders , as wel l  as members ,  utilized the skills def ined b y  
Burrell et al . One program advanced the concept of team leader to the 
more recent trend of primary nursing , and involved the intern in 
planning a transition from team to primary nursing . ( Carozza et  al . ,  
1978) 
Manager ial Skills 
The need f or the new registered nurse to develop managerial 
skills was the theme dominating the l iterature on content of the nurse 
internship program. ( Archbold , 1977; Burrell et al . ,  1977; Coco, 1976; 
Martin and Paskowitz,  1976; Strauser , 1979; Weiss and Ramsey ,  1977) 
The topics related to managerial skills , noted in the literature , 
were the following: 
1. Development of leadership skills . 
2. Prob lem-so lving sessions . 
3 .  Lega l implications and health care delivery . 
4. Qualit y of assurance programs . 
5 .  Eva luation o f  other's performance . 
( Burrell et al . ,  1977, p .  114) 
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Strauser (1979) believed that nurses must be guided in evaluating 
work performance , of self and other s .  Weiss and Ramsey (1977) included 
assertiveness training in the curriculum at the San Joaquin Valley 
Program . The content on managerial skills tended to overlap with other 
categories , such as interviewing techniques and role adjustment .  
Intervention in a Patient Care Situation 
Content in the majority of programs consisted of interventions 
of the nurse into patient care situations and c risis res ponse . The 
concept of intervention is inherent in providing heal th teaching to 
patients and families .  This aspect was noted by  Herda (1978) and 
Burrell et al . (1977). Man y  programs included the crisis inter ventions 
of "fast ac tion nursing , '  emergency measures and cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation practice in the content . ( Archbold, 1977; Carozza e t  al . ,  
1978; Hekelman et al . ,  1974; Martin and Paskowitz, 1976; Strauser, 1979) 
Role Adjustment 
The concept of role adjustment permeated the curric ulum throughout 
the nurse internship program. In practice , skil l training and 
leadership development contributed toward role adjustmen t  and development 
of a positive self-image . Several authors described uniq ue way s  of  
managing role t ransition . Weiss and Ramsey (1977) placed adjus tment as  
first priority in the internship and inc luded seminars 11to deve lop skil ls 
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in interpreting the perspectives of other health personnel . "  Archbold 
( 1977 ) permitted the interns to express their f rustrations as he 
stated they were "grateful f or the internship which i s  a sanctioned 
idiot period . "  Martin and Paskowitz ( 1976 ) stated that the nurse 
internship gives graduates orientation to roles as members of the 
nursing health team. Coco ( 1976 )  identified role adjustment seminars .  
Burrell et al . (1977)  identi fied the f ollowing topics i n  role 
adjustment which were at the highest skill  level of  program develop ment : 
1 .  Demonstrate their ability t o  provide health teaching 
to patients and fami lies . 
2 .  Care for critically ill  patients . 
3 .  Respond appropriately t o  emergency situations . 
4. Develop leadership skills .  
( Burrell e t  al . ,  1977 , p .  115 ) 
D .  SUMMARY 
The l iterature described a broad range of nurse internship 
programs . The majority of internships  were broad in scope , permi tting 
the new nurse to make the transition from student to professional 
util i zing the knowledge and skills of general nursing . 
The descriptions of nurse internships were diverse . Thi s  
reflected the creativity of sponsors and the variety of reasons for the 
prog ram. Content has been organized into the following categor ies: 
1 .  Technical skills , basic and advanced. 
2 .  Perceptual and interviewing skills .  
3 .  Managerial skills . 
4. Interventions in a pat ient care situation. 
5 .  Role adjustment facilitators . 
Various nurse groups have identi f ied c ontent . There was min imal 
research on outcomes of the nurse internship ,  but there was a definite 
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void in research relative to appropriate content selection for the 
nurse intern or the sponsor . Since the content of  the nurse internship 
program was essent ial to its success and because it was so ext remel y  
important that the nurse internshi p program be cost effec t ive , it is  
expedient that the content of a nurse internship program be studied in 
depth . 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This study utilized a descriptive research design to answer the 
statements. The study to determine the essential content for nurse 
internship p rograms was needed to provide cost effective and appropriate 
educational act ivity . Factors to be considered in the study were the 
types of institutions that sponsor the program , the part ic ipants, the 
style of implementation and a description of the content historicall y  
presented in nurse internship programs .  
The S taff Nurse I job description of  a large southeastern 
medical teaching faci lity served as the frame of  reference for 
identification of the expected competencies of  the newl y  graduated 
nurse . If there was to be an al ignment between those expectations and 
the needs of the graduating student,  an analysis of the specific 
content of the nurse  internship program was required . 
A.  INSTRUMENTATION 
Since there were no instruments available to determine t he 
content for a surgical nurse internship program the intern coord inator 
constructed a 68 item quest ionnaire to serve as an instrume nt . 
Thi s  instrument was used to obtain the nurse participants' 
selection of  desired content by  requesting them to  rank and weight 
68 topics. The i nstr ument was developed by employing four approaches . 
First,  the researcher ut ilized the Staff Nurse I job descript ion 
of  a southeastern university hospital. This description enumerated 
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specific duties required daily in clinical practice and the periodic 
responsibilities of a staff nurse . The knowledge and skill requiremen t s  
o f  these responsibilities were translated into a list o f  topics . 
The second approach was a review of the literature which resulted 
in the identification of topics included in various nurse internships .  
From this , a list of topics appropriate to a surgical nurse internship 
program was formulated . 
As a third approach , the program coordinator o f  t he surgical 
nurse internship program requested suggestions from the participants 
regarding content , and organized these sugges tions into five topical 
groupings :  p rofessional , personal , patient/ family ,  broad clinical and 
surgical nursing . 
I t  was noted that the topics for a surgical nurse internship 
program were broad in scope , and most were equally appropriat e  for the 
medical or psychiatric internship programs . 
Newly graduated nurses from pediatrics , obstetrics , critical 
care , o perating room and a correc tional care facility of the university 
attended some of the surgical nurse internship program . 
Finally , a fourth approach was the selection o f  desirable content 
by faculty of schools of nur sing and coordinators of internships . 
(Fleming e t  al . ,  1975 ; Fritsch , 1978 ; Volker , 1982 ) .  These nur ses met 
periodically as Nurse Internship Advisory Council . 
The final stage in the develo pment of the instrument consisted 
of s ynthesizing the information from these four sources int o five 
categories of  topic s . Each category consisted of various numbers of  
topics : professional , 14 ; personal , 9 ;  patient/ family ,  14 ; broad 
c linical , 15 and surgical nursing , 10 . 
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Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted to test the instrument for clarity 
and content val idity . Two adult heal th medical-surgical faculty and two 
newly graduated registered nurses in addition to two experienced nursing 
persons in an inpatient surgical nursing service were asked to complete 
the questionnaire . Based on recommendations of this group, one topic 
"health prevention" was changed to read "health promotion . "  The topic 
"pathophysiology of surgical conditions" was changed to "pathophysiology 
of specific surgical conditions. " The directions for completing the 
instrument were expanded by providing an example of ranking and weighting 
five topics on the questionnaire . 
The test-retest method was used to establish reliability 
of  the instrument . The instrument was administered to the three groups 
of nurses . Seven days later the instrument was administered a second 
time to the same nurses . The Spearman ' s  rho , r 5  test was util i zed to 
measure the degree of association between the two tests of the six 
nurses . The mean correlation coefficient was . 72 .  Since this level of 
correlation was classified as moderately strong, t�e research proceeded 
to utilize the questionnaire. 
B.  STUDY POPULATION 
The subjects for the study were selected from five groups of 
nurses associated with a large southeastern health care and teaching 
university . These groups were the following : 
1 .  The entire 56 senior baccalaureate nursing students who were 
in the last two months of the nursing program were asked to participate 
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in the study . Fif ty-tv;o ( 9 2 . 9% )  were female and four ( 7 . 1%)  \vere male . 
Thirty-six or 64 percent of  the students responded . Of these respondent s ,  
34 (94 . 7% )  were female, one ( 2 . 8% )  was male  and one ( 2 . 8% )  did not indi-
cate sex . 
2 .  A l l  1 7  female  faculty members of  a baccalaureate program who 
taught adult health were asked to participate in  the program . Of this 
group , nine members ( 56 . 3% )  responded . The members of this group were  
graduates of master ' s  degree programs in nursing in  the  Uni ted States . 
3 .  All 54 senior associate degree nursing students who were in 
the last two months of  their program were asked to  partic ipate in the 
study . The associate degree nursing s tudent group consisted o f  47 female 
( 87 . 0% )  and seven ( 13 . 0% )  male students . Fifty-two ( 96 . 3% )  of the 
associate degree s tudents responded . Of these respondents ,  46 ( 88 . 5% )  
were female , f i ve ( 9 . 6% )  were male and one ( 1 . 9% )  did not indicate sex . 
4 .  Eight faculty members o f  an affiliated associate degree 
program in nursing who taught care of the adult medical-surgical patient 
were  asked to part icipate in the program . Seven (87 . 5% )  faculty responded . 
The six female ( 95 . 7%)  and one male ( 14 . 3% )  faculty memrers received their 
master ' s  degree in  nursing in the Unit ed States . 
5 .  All  20 of  the registered nurses of  the inpatient surgery area 
who met established criteria were asked to participate . The require­
ments for participation included employment in the inpatient surgical  
nursing area for  at least t wo years and e ither an  excellent or very good 
performance evaluation in the year preceding the data collection. 
Of these respondents , 12  (86%)  were female  and t wo ( 14%) were mal e .  
Fourteen of the 20 nurses (70% ) responded . This sample 
consisted of nurses from baccalaureate ,  associate degree and dipl oma 
programs . 
The directors of the associate degree and baccalaureate programs 
facilitated the distribution and collection of the research materials 
from both students and faculty . 
Since there were no diploma pro grams in the geographic location 
of the southeastern university ,  the study did not include diploma 
students or faculty . Also very few if any new graduates of diploma 
nursing programs were employed at this southeas tern university center . 
of : 
Each nurse participant received a packet of  materials consisting 
1. An introduc tory letter from the researcher 
2 .  A 68 item content ques tionnaire 
3 .  A demographic questionnaire . 
The letter briefly introduced the study on content for nurse 
internship programs , solicited participation and provided inst ructions 
regarding completion of the questionnaire . Participants were asked not 
to write their names on any of the materials so that anonymit y of their 
responses could be maintained and they were advised of the coding system 
which established the categories of the nurse groups . Subject s  were 
requested to  place their completed questionnaires in the envelop and 
drop it in a sealed slotted box. The letter stated that return of the 
ques tionnaire indicated consent to par ticipate . 
The 68 item questionnaire included additional instructions for 
the participants . They were instructed to  rank and weight topics which 
they believed should be included under categories of professional , 
personal , patient/family, broad clinical and surgical nursing . An 
example of this process was provided on the questionnaire . 
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Participants were further asked to complete a demographic data 
sheet that solicited information regarding their age , sex , education , 
nursing experience and wor king plans . This data was utilized to assist 
in the interpretation of results and add to greater specificity of the 
study . ( Appendix A )  
C .  STATISTICAL DESIGN 
This descriptive study of content for a surgical nurse internship 
program util i zed several statistical measures to test the data : ranking 
and weighting , chi square , Kendall ' s  Coefficient of Concordance W 
mean correlation and common variance .  
Ranking is the placement of a series of variables in ascending 
or descending order or the placement of an item in a category of more 
or less importance than some other item . Ranking is essentially a 
process of determining the relative position of  a topic in relation to 
others . In  this study subjects ranked in ascending order, five sets 
of categories which contained nine to 15 different topics . In addition 
to ranking topics , participants applied a percentage weight to each 
topic . Each set of topics was assigned 100 percentage points . The 
process of weighting topics further emphasi zes the importance or 
unimportance of the topic in relation to others and tells "how much more" 
or "how much less" a topic should be included . 
Chi square is a nonparametric test of significance appropriate 
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when data are in the form of  frequency counts occurring in two or more 
categories . The chi square test provides a statistic based on the 
dif ference between observed and expected f requencies . The chi square 
statistic indicates whether the dif ference between observed and expected 
frequencies is significant at a specific level, such as . OS . Chi square 
is based on the assumption that there is no relationship between two 
or more variab les The likelihood of  the subjects in the sample falling 
into the various categories of each variable is a chance occurrence . 
Elzey (_1974) states that "Chi square tests can be employed with 
frequencies that are divided int o any number of categories . The only 
requirement for the appropriate use of the chi square test is that the 
frequencies be independent of  one another . "  A chi square value of  one 
category must be independent of chi square values of other values . 
Levels of significance of chi square are provided by  statistical tables . 
( Gay, 1976) The formula for chi square is the following: 
2 
X G(O-E) E 
2 
This formula was applied to the rankings of the five groups of nurses. 
Kendal l ' s  Coe fficient of Concordance W is probably the best 
nonparametric measure of the extent to which association exists for 
any number of  individuals ranked according to k variab les . Champion 
(1981) states , "The main advantage of W is that it offers a coefficient 
of  association for k variables . "  It demonstrates the amount of ag reement 
between persons according to any number of dimensions .  W is relatively 
easy to compute and is directly interpretable . 
The formula \� = 
2 2 2 
= lRj - 3m n (n+l ) 
2 2 
m n ( n  -1 ) 
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was ap plied to the rankings of  five groups of nurses . The assumptions 
that mus t  be met to use W are the fol lowing : 
1 .  The b k-variables are mutually independent . ( The result s  in 
one block do not influence the results within another block . )  
2 .  Within each block the o bservation may be ranked according to  
some criterion of  interest . 
The mean correlation was the average of  two or  more correlation 
coefficients . The cor relation coefficient s  were o btained using 
Kendal l ' s  formula . The coefficients were then averaged together to  get 
the mean correlation . 
D .  DATA ANALYSIS 
A correlation coef ficient of W = . 65 was considered to  be of 
practical significant level . The groups who a ttained this level 
indicated greater agreement regarding the learning needs of nurse interns . 
Correlation coefficients between and among group rankings and 
weightings were assigned as follows : . 90 ' s--very strong , . 80 ' s--strong , 
. 70's and . 60 ' s--moderate , . 50's--minimally acceptable and below . SO--
useless . The degree of correlation was tes ted at the . OS level of  
significance . 
The common variance of the correlation coefficient 
was calculated for the rankings between and among all g roup s . 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The primary purpose of this study was t o  determine the content o f  
a surgical nurse internship program. Five different nurse groups were 
requested to rank and weight 68 selected nursing topic s .  Correlations 
of ranks and weights within and among groups of nurses were also ob­
tained . The responses of  each nurse group were correlated with one 
another . Kendall ' s  Coefficient of  Concordance W was applied to deter­
mine the degree of relationship .  
This  chapter on the analysis of data consists o f  six sections . 
First , the personal characteristics of the respondents are presented 
with tables and discussions . The second section analyzes the corre­
lations of rankings between and among all nurse groups . This is  followed 
by an analysis of the mean of calculated coefficients between and among 
nurse groups . In the fourth section the researcher presents an analysis 
of the coefficient o f  correlations within group s . The fifth section is  
comprised of an analysis of data of  topics . Each nurse group ' s  rank­
ings and weightings o f  the five categories of topics are presented and 
analy zed. The final section c oncludes the analysis and summarizes the 
the rank and weight standing and differences in standing of  each topic 
by the total population . 
A .  PRESENTATION OF PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Table I summari zes the number of respondents by professional 
preparation levels: 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS BY PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION 
Number Percent 
Group Participants Popu- of o f  
lation Part i- Partici-
I 
II  
III  
IV 
v 
N 
cipants pation 
Baccalaureate Nursing Students 56 36 64 
Baccalaureate Nursing Faculty  17  9 53 
Associate Degree Nursing Students 54 52 96 
Associate Degree Nursing Faculty 8 7 87  
Nursing Service Staff 20 14 70 
= 155 118 74 
Soroe of the respondents did not consistently rank and weight the 
topics according to directions . Therefore , the inconsistent and inaccur-
ate responses were excluded from the statistical analysis and accounts 
for the different number of responses li sted in Table I I . Participants 
tended to rank topics in preference to weighting . The researcher could 
apply Kendall ' s  Coefficient of Concordance W to the mean rank of each 
nurse group but could not apply it to the mean weight of nurse groups . 
The personal characteristics of  the respondents are presented in 
Table III.  The majority. of the nurses , 89 percent , were female ; 48 per-
cent were 20 to 29 years of age . The greatest number of respondents were 
TABLE I I  
SUMMARY OF NURSE PARTICIPATION 
BY GROUP AND TOPICAL CATEGORY 
Total Number Rank Number Rank Number Rank 
Group Number of of of of of of o f  
Partici- Responses Part ici- Responses Partici- Responses Partici-
pants to pat ion to pat i on to pat ion 
Professional Personal Pt . /Family 
I 36 27 2 25 _2 24 2 
I I  9 6 4 7 4 . 5  4 4 . 5  
I I I  52 38 l 40 l 34 l 
I V  7 5 5 7 4 . 5  4 4 . 5  
v 14 9 3 10 3 8 3 
Total 1 18 85 89 74 
Number Rank 
of of 
Responses Partici-
to pat ion 
Br . Cli n , 
20 2 
4 4 . 5  
34 1 
4 4 . 5  
9 3 
7 1  
Number 
of 
Responses 
to 
Surg, Nsg . 
24 
6 
34 
6 
l l  
8 1  
Rank 
of 
Partici-
pat ion 
2 
4 . 5  
l 
4 . 5  
3 
LV 
\0 
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TABLE III 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS 
Characteristic BSN�< BSF ADS ADF NSS Total 
Age 
20-29 years 30 0 24 0 3 54 
30-39 years 2 2 16 2 5 27  
40-49 years 1 5 9 3 4 22 
50-59 years 0 1 1 2 2 6 
No response 3 1 2 0 0 6 
Sex 
i1ale 1 0 5 1 2 9 
Female 34 8 46 6 12 106 
No response 1 1 1 0 0 3 
Graduate 
B . S. 36 6 1 3 5 51 
A . D .  0 1 50 0 5 56 
Diploma 0 5 0 4 4 13 
No response 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Ad vanced Degree 
M . S. N .  0 5 0 5 0 10 
Ed . D .  0 1 0 1 0 2 
Ph . D .  0 4 0 0 0 4 
No response 36 1 52 1 7 9 7  
Years in Nursing 
0 years 19 0 7 0 7 33 
1-9 years 3 0 19 4 4 30 
10-19 years 0 5 6 1 2 14 
20-29 years 0 3 0 2 1 6 
No response 14 1 20 0 0 35 
*Legend : 
BSN : Baccalaureate Student Nurse ADF : Assoc iate Degree Nursing Facul t y  
BSF : Baccalaureate Nursing Faculty  NSS: Nursing Ser vice Staff 
ADS :  Associate Degree Student Nurse 
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Characteristic BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS Total 
Years on Faculty 
1-9 years 0 6 0 0 0 6 
10-19 years 0 1 0 6 0 7 
20-29 years 0 1 0 1 0 2 
No response 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Not Applicable 36 0 52 0 14 102 
Working Plans 
Affiliated Health Care Facility  
Yes 25 9 29 7 14 84 
No 9 0 18 0 0 27  
Uncommit ted 2 0 5 0 0 7 
Surgical  Nursing 
Yes 18 0 18 0 14 50 
No 15 0 27  0 0 42 
Uncommitted 3 0 7 0 0 10 
Not Applicable 0 9 0 7 0 16 
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seniors of an associate degree program . All faculty  respondents possessed 
a master's degree and six possessed doctoral degree s .  
The nursing experience o f  the respondents was a s  follows : 30 had 
one to nine years , 14 had ten to 19 years and six  had between 20 and 29 
years' experience . 
Eighty-one percent of the faculty  had less than 20 years' exper­
ience in their positions . Ninety-three percent of the nursing service 
g roup had less than 20 years experience in nursing . 
The researcher investigated the working plans of the participants 
as this may indicate their interest in responding to the questionnaire 
and in being involved with the surgical nurse internship program . 
Seventy-one percent of the group planned on working at the southeastern 
university hospital and 42 planned on working in the surgical nursing 
area . 
B .  CORRELATIONS OF RANKINGS 
BETWEEN AND AMONG ALL NURSE GROUPS 
The topics for the surgical nurse internship program were organ­
ized under f ive categories : professional , personal, patient/famil y ,  
broad clinical and surgical . Five groups of nurses ranked the topics 
of each category in order of importance . The rankings of the five 
categories by the five groups were correlated utilizing Kendall's Co­
efficient of Concordance . Table IV illustrates the correlation co­
efficient of groups , the chi square and level of significance . 
TABLE IV 
CORRELATION OF RANKINGS OF INTERNSHIP TOPICS 
BETWEEN AND AMONG ALL NURSE GROUPS 
Category BSN BSN BSN BSN BSF BSF BSF 
o f  & & & & & & & 
Top i c s  BSF ADS ADF NSS ADS ADF NSS 
Professional 
w = .88 . 9 1  . 94 . 9 4  . 7 8 . 89 . 7 9  
X ' 2 2 . 8 7  2 3 . 66 24 . 36 24 . 38 20 . 44 2 3 . 1 7  20 . 56 
p _5_ .04* .03* . 03 *  . 03* .08 .04* .08 
Personal 
w = . 9 2  . 9 3  , 9 3  . 96 . 96 . 8 7  . 9 1  
X ' = 1 4 . 69 1 4 . 80 14 . 90 1 5 . 30 1 5 . 30 1 3 , 98 14 . 49 
p _5_ .07 .06 . 06 .05* . 05* ,08 .07 
Pa t i ent/Fami l y  
w . 68 .67 
• 
7 5  . 7 7  . 70 . 44 . 6 5  
x '  = 1 7 . 60 1 7 . 54 1 9 . 4 3  20 . 2 1  1 8 . 29 1 1 . 54 1 6 . 9 5 · 
p _5_ . 1 7 . 1 8  . 11  ,09 . 1 5 . 57 . 20 
Broad Cl i ntca 1 
w . 84 . 96 . 8 1  . 74 . 88 . 89 . 79 
X ' 
= 2 3 . 58 26 . 75 2 2 . 7 3 20 . 6 1  24 . 74 2 4 . 2 2  2 2 . 2 1  
p _5_ .05* .02* . 06 • 1 1  . 04* . 04* . 0 7  
Surgical Nur s i ng 
w = . 84 . 7 5  . 86 . 9 7  . 6 3  . 9 1  . 90 
X '  = 1 5 . 88 1 3 . 49 1 5 . 46 1 7 . 48 l l . 2 5  16 . 30 1 6 . 24 
p _5_ .07 . 14 . 08 .04* . 26 . 06 . 06 
Mean W = . 84 .84 . 86 . 88 . 74 . 80 . 8 1  
* s i g n i f icant a t  o < .05 
ADS ADS 
& & 
ADF NSS 
. 8 2  . 95 
2 1 . 29 24 . 79 
. 07 . 03* 
. 89 . 9 2  
14 . 23 14 .69 
. 08 . 07 
. 72 . 84 
1 8 . 80 2 1 . 90 
. 1 3 .06 
. 8 1  . 8 2  
2 2 . 56 2 2 . 9 1  
.07 .06 
. 6 2  , 74 
1 1 . 1 3  1 3 . 3 1  
. 27 . 1 5 
. 7 7  . 85 
ADF 
& 
NSS 
. 90 
2 3 . 38 
. 04* 
. 99 
1 5 . 80 
.05* 
. 8 5  
2 2 . 2 1  
.05* 
. 88 
24 . 6 1  
.04* 
. 9 1  
16 . 36 
.06 
. 9 1  
ALL 
G ROUPS 
. 8 1  
52 . 5 3 
. 00* 
. 88 
3 5 . 2 7  
. 00* 
. 54 
34 . 78 
. 00* 
. 74 
5 1 . 9 7  
. 00* 
. 7 1  
3 1 . 7 5 
. 00* 
. 7 3 
,p.. 
(....) 
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Professi onal Topics 
There was a high degree of  concordance among all groups in the 
rankings of professional topics . The calculated correlation coeffici ent 
was .81  and the c ommon variance was 65 . 6  percent . The chi square 
value was 52 . 53 .  Seven of the between group coefficients in the pro-
fessional t opics category were signif icant . (p  � . OS . )  The highest de­
gree of agreement in ranking professional t opics was between associate 
degree students and nursing service s taff . (W  = . 95 )  Overall , the high­
est degree of agreement was found between the baccalaureate students and 
all other nurse groups . 
Personal Topics 
The strongest agreement in ranking personal topics was between 
the associate degree faculty and the nursing service staf f , W = . 99 ,  
X '  = 15 . 80 ,  p � . OS .  Three between group coefficients in the per sonal 
category were significant . A high correlation coeffici ent of W = . 88 ,  
common variance o f  7 7  percent , and a chi square value of 
35 . 27 were noted among all groups of  nurses as noted on Table IV . 
Patient /Family Topics 
The overall degree of concordance on patient/family topics was 
minimally acceptable , W = . 54 .  The magnitude o f  the common variance o f  the 
ranking was 29 . 2  percent and the chi square value was 34 . 78 .  The 
associate degree faculty and nursing service staff were the only groups 
with a statistically significant correlation at p � . OS .  
Broad Clinical Topic s  
Five of the between group rank correlation coeffici ents were 
significant at p i . OS .  See Table IV . There was a mod erate to very 
strong agreement among all groups on responses on thi s  categor y  
4 5  
(W = . 74 . )  The common variance o f  rankings was 54 . 8  percent and the chi 
square value was 51 . 97 .  The baccalaureate student nurses and associate 
degree student nurses had the highest degre e  of agreement (W = . 96 . )  
Chi square was significant at p i . OS .  
Surgical Nursing Topics 
The d egree o f  rank correlation coe ffic ient o f  all  nurses regard-
ing surgical top ic s  was moderate (W = .71 . )  The magnitude o f  the common 
variance o f  rankings was 50 . 4  percent and the chi square value was 3 1 . 75 . 
Thi s is actually lower than the average overall rank correlation , W = . 73 .  
See Table IV. The baccalaureate students and the nursing service staf f  
had the highest level of agreement o n  surgical topics , and were the 
2 
only two groups to have a signi ficant correlation (W = . 97 ,  X = 17 . 48 . )  
C .  MEAN OF CALCULATED COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION 
BETWEEN AND AMONG NURSE GROUPS 
The mean correlation coeffic ients between and among groups was 
calculated as shown on Table IV . The nursing service staf f  and the 
assoc iate d egree faculty had the highest mean of rankings on all to pical 
categories (W = . 9 1 )  with a common variance of 82 . 8  percent . The nur­
sing service staff and the baccalaureate students also showed a high 
degree of agreement (W = . 88)  with a common variance of 77 . 4  percent . 
The baccalaureate students and the associate degree faculty had the 
third highest between group mean correlation coefficient ( W  = . 86 )  
with a common variance o f  74 percent . 
The lowest between group mean correlation coefficient was that 
between the baccalaureate faculty  and associate degree students 
(W = . 74)  and a common variance of  55 percent . This was followed 
by the associate degree facul t y  and the associate degree students 
(W = . 77 )  and a common variance of 59 percent . 
All groups were compared with one another on all  sets of  topics .  
The overall mean ranking correlation coefficient for all  groups on all  
topics was W = . 73 with a common variance of 53 , 3  percent . This degree 
of  association was considered to be moderately high.  A moderate to  
strong agreement was found across all  groups of  nurses . 
D .  COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATIONS WITHIN GROUPS 
Kendal l ' s  Coefficient of Concordance and chi square tests were 
applied to all of the data col lected for the five categories of  topics . 
Table V shows the degree of agreement within each nurse group . 
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Topic BSN 
Professional 
w = . 23 2 
X = 79 . 67 
TABLE V 
STATISTICAL DATA WITHIN GROUPS 
OF RANKED TOPICS 
BSF ADS ADF NSS 
. 33 . 33 . 67 . 58 
26 . 11 164 . 77 43 . 86 68 . 47 
p 
s. 
. 00 . 02 . 00 . 00 . 00 
Personal 
w 2 = . 31 . 33 . 28 . 49 . 42 
X = 6 2 . 64 18 . 36 88 . 37 27 . 00 33 . 58 
p 
s. 
. 00 . 02 . 00 . 001 . 00 
Patient/Family 
w . 23 . 36 . 21 . 46 . 37 
X, = 71 . 63 18 . 83 92 . 56 23 . 80 37 . 99 
p 
s. 
. 00 . 13 . 00 . 03 . 00 
Broad Clinical 
w = . 27 . 44 . 33 . 50 . 30 
X, = 75 . 89 24 . 50 155 . 97 27 . 73 37 . 5 1  
p < . 00 . 04 . 00 . 02 . 001 
Surgical Nursing 
w = . 21 . 23 . 22 . 45 . 45 
x ·  = 45 . 57 12. 40 66 . 86 24 . 38 44 . 97 
p 
s. 
. 00 . 20 . oo . 004 . 00 
Mean W = . 25 . 34 . 37 . 51 . 42 
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All 
. 43 
. 36 
. 32 
. 37 
. 3 1 
There was a moderate to useless level of correlation of rankings 
within all nurse groups . The associate degree faculty had the highest 
correlation coefficient in ranking professional topics . 
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Mean . The mean of the coefficient of all rankings was calculated 
for each group of nurses to  determine the amount of agreement within each 
nurse group . ( See Table V . )  
The associate degree faculty had a mean correlation coefficient of 
W = . 51 and a common variance of 26 percent . Other coefficient means 
were as follows : nursing service staff , W = . 42 and a common variance 
of 26 percent , associate degree students , W = . 37 and a common variance 
of 13 . 7  percent , baccalaureate faculty , W = .34 and a common variance of 
11 . 6  percent and the baccalaureate students ,  W = . 25 and a common variance 
of 6 . 3  percent . 
Mean correlation coefficient of categories . The mean correla­
tion coefficient of rankings was calculated for each category to deter­
mine agreement among all nurse groups . The highest mean correlation 
coefficient was calculated in ranking professional topic s , W = . 43 and a 
common variance of 18 percent . Other mean correlation coefficients 
of rankings and common variances were as follows : broad clinical , 
W = . 37 and a common variance of 14 percent ; personal , W = . 36 and a 
common variance of 13  percent ; patient/family , W = . 32 and a common var­
iance of 10 percent and surgical nursing , W = . 31 and a common variance 
of 9 . 6 percent . 
Chi �uare . The chi square test was employed in analyzing the 
correlation of rankings of internship topics between and among all 
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nurse groups and within each nurse group . (See Table V )  The chi square 
statistics were used as an indicator of the strength of the difference of  
the observed and expected frequencies at a level of p � . OS . If  the chi 
square value was not significant at the p � level , the correlation 
coefficient of the ranking and weightings was considered insignificant . 
These data indicated that all nurse groups with the exception of 
the baccalaureate nursing faculty had significant chi square values on 
all categories of  topics . The associate degree students had the highest  
significant chi square values of  the  rankings and  the baccalaureate 
student nurses had the second highest chi square values of the rankings . 
The chi square values of the ranked categories paralleled the correlation 
coefficient of rankings . 
E .  ANALYSIS OF DATA OF TOPICS 
The rank and mean rank for each of the 68 topics by each nurse 
group were calculated . These data revealed the rank order of topics for 
the surgical nurse internship program by  each group of nurses . The 
weight standing and mean weight of each of  the topics , by  each nurse 
group were also determined . The weight of  each topic is  used as an in­
d icator of how much importance the nurse gave each topic . Weights 
assigned by the study population are instructive relative to the amount 
of time that should be devoted to respective topics . 
Baccalaureate S tudent Nurses 
Although t he overall baccalaureate studen t s ' r esponse to the 
questionnaire was reasonably good , the actual number of responses was 
low due to inconsistent or inaccurate rankings and weightings . 
Profes sional t opics . In terms of the professional category , 
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the students' three highest ranked topics were identical t o  the three 
highest ranked topics selected b y  all nurse groups : e ffective documen­
tation , problem solving and legal aspec ts . The professional topics · 
receiving the lowest ranking b y  these students were also among the lower 
ranked topics of the entire group of nurses : health care economic s ,  inter­
departmental relationships and politics of health care . These data are 
illustrated in Table VI and Appendix D .  
Students as signed the highest weights to their three higher 
ranked topics which was also in accordance with all other nurses . 
Howeve r ,  baccalaureate student s general l y  had an inconsistent pat tern 
of assigning weights to rank . The higher ranked topic s , strategies f or 
decision making and implementing nursing standards received lower weight 
standings of nine and seven respectively. Baccalaureate student s  gav e 
low weightings to int erdepartmental relationships , health care economics 
and politics of health care . However , the entire group of nurs e s  gave 
low weights to only the latter of the three t opic s .  
Baccalaureate students ranked professional topic s as seen in 
the following table : 
TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PROFESSIONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE STUDENT NURSES 
Rank He an R��k Mean Topic of 
Ranks Rank Weights Weight 
Effective Documentation 1 4 . 11  1 17 . 08 
Problem Solving 2 5 . 07 3 10 . 96 
Legal Aspects 3 5 . 78 2 12 . 73 
Strategies for Decision 
Making 4 5 . 96 9 7 . 64 
Implementating Nursing 
Standards 5 6 . 37 7 7 . 88 
Management Strategies 
and Skills  6 7 . 04 4 9 . 57 
Professional Role and 
Relationships 7 7 . 07 10 6 . 75 
Quality Assurance 8 7 . 30 5 8 . 46 
Conflict Management 9 8 . 11  6 8 . 04 
Change Process 10 8 . 63 11 6 . 48 
Trends and Issues in 
Nursiug 11  8 . 89 8 7 . 75 
Health Care Economics 12 9 . 63 13 4 . 68 
Interdepartmental 
Relationships 13 9 . 85 12 5 . 71 
Politics of Health Care 14 11 . 19 14 4 . 50 
5 1  
5 2  
Personal topics . The baccalaureate students ' first three choices 
of personal topics were also the first three choices o f  all other nurses : 
time management , effective communication and assertivenes s  training . 
Thes e  student s ' thre e  lowest ranked topics  compared with the 
ranked topics of all other nurses : interpersonal relationship s , group 
dynamics  and values clarification . 
Baccalaureate students as well as all other nurses  assigned the 
greatest weight to the three high ranking topics; time management , effec-
tive communication and assertiveness training . 
Descending weights were assigned to their three least favored 
topics : interper sonal relationships , group d ynamics and values clarifi-
cation . The ranks and weights are presented in Table VII and the ranking 
and weighting of all nurses are presented in Appendix D .  
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PERSONAL TOPICS SELECTED BY 
BACCALAUREATE STUDENT NURSES 
Rank Mean Rank Mean Topic of Rank o f  Weight Ranks Weights 
Time Management 1 3 . 04 1 19 . 42 
Effective Communication 2 3 . 60 2 16 . 70 
A ssertiveness Training 3 3 . 80 4 14 . 20 
Stress Management 4 4 . 08 3 14 . 62 
"Burnout" Prevention 5 5 . 04 5 12 . 92 
Leader ship Development 6 5 . 24 6 12 . 41 
Inte rpersonal Relation-
ships 7 5 .88 7 9 . 41 
Group Dynamics 8 6 .64 9 7 .67  
Values Clarification 9 7 .68 8 8 . 00 
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Patient/family topics . Two high choices of the baccalaureate 
student nurses were also among the high choices of the entire group � 
The high choices were patient/ family teaching and discharge planning . 
Baccalaureate students gave high ranking to care of the dying 
patient which ranked seventh among all nurses . Three of the four lowest 
ranked topic s ,  as seen in Table VIII , were also ranked low by  the en­
tire nurse group . ( See Appendix D )  These topics wer e : aspects of reha­
bilitation , mobi lity and immobility , cultural / religious values and health 
care . 
Baccalaureate students assigned most weight to discharge plan­
ning , patient/family teaching and grief and loss . The students were in 
general agreement with all other nurses with two highly weighted topics : 
discharge p lanning and pat ient/family teaching . The students gave least 
weight to cultural/ religious values in accordance with all other nurses . 
Their other two l ow weighted topics , therapeutic touch and mobility and 
immobility  received higher wei ghts by other nurses . Student nurses 
gave high weights to their highl y ranked topics and low weights to the 
lower ranked topics . 
Broad clinical topics . Two of the five high choices o f  the stu­
dents were also the high choices of  all  other groups : emergency care-­
shock and hemorrhage and fluid therapy and electrolyte balance . 
Baccalaureate students gave a high ranking to pharmacology update which 
was seventh in rank among all nurse groups . The students ' lowest ranked 
clinical topics were ranked low by all nurse s .  These were the foll owing : 
decubitus car e ,  oncology update and review of the nursing process . The 
ranks are shown in Table IX and the group comparisons are in A ppendix D .  
TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PATIENT/FAMILY TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE STUDENT NURSES 
Topic 
Patient/Family  Teaching 
Discharge Planning 
Care of the Dying 
Patient 
Grief and Loss 
Famil y  Dynamics 
Crisis Intervention 
Nutritional Assessment 
and Support 
Pain Theory and 
Intervention 
Health Promotion 
Patient/Family Behavioral 
Problems 
Therapeutic Touch 
Aspects of Rehabilitat ion 
Mobility and Immobility 
Cultural/Religious Values 
and Health Care 
Rank 
of 
Ranks 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Mean 
Rank 
3 . 42 
4 . 2 1 
6 . 46 
6 . 92 
6 . 96 
7 . 10 
7 . 2 1  
7 . 40 
7 . 69 
8 . 48 
9 . 25 
9 . 50 
10 . 13 
10 . 29 
Rank 
of Mean 
Weights Weight 
2 14 . 44 
1 14 . 92 
4 10 . 2 1  
3 11 . 00 
9 7 . 37  
6 9 .04 
8 7 . 42 
5 9 . 22 
7 7 . 60 
10 7 . 35 
13 5 . 63 
11 6 . 47 
12  5 . 89 
14 5 . 31 
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TABLE IX 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF BROAD CLINICAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE STUDENT NURSES 
Topic 
Emergency Care--Shock 
and Hemorrhage 
Fluid and Electrolyte 
Balance 
Pharmacology Update 
Advanced Life Support 
Respiratory Care 
C3re of the Critically 
Ill  Patient 
Patient Assessment by  
Systems 
Clinical Judgment 
Skills 
Central Venous Pressure 
Monitor ing 
Total Parenteral 
Nutrition 
Nursing Diagnosis/ 
Care Plans 
Nursing Grand Rounds 
Decubitus Care 
Oncology Update 
Review of the Nursing 
Process 
Rank 
of  
Ranks 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  
13  
14 
15 
Mean 
Rank 
3 . 67  
5 . 40 
5 . 95 
6 . 00 
6 . 20 
7 . 27 
8 . 00 
8 . 02 
8 . 20 
8 . 22 
9 . 25 
10 . 25 
10 . 30 
11 . 35 
11 . 90 
Rank 
of  
Weights 
2 
5 
4 
9 
3 
15 
1 
8 
10 
11 
6 
12  
7 
13  
14 
Mean 
Weight 
13 . 89 
9 . 17  
9 . 42 
8 . 12 
9 . 96 
4 .7 7  
14 . 26 
8 . 35 
7 . 35 
6 . 87 
8 . 52 
6 . 13 
8 . 40 
6 . 06 
4 . 79 
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As noted in Table IX , baccalaureate students assigned high weights 
to  two of their high ranked topics , emergency care--shock and hemorrhage 
and respiratory care . However , they gave 14 . 26 percent , their highest 
weight , to  their seventh ranked topic , patient assessment by  systems . 
The students gave the lowest weights to care of the critically ill , re­
view of the nursing process and oncology update . All other nurses gave 
lowest weight only to care of the 
Surgical nursing topics .  
critically ill  patient . 
In  accordance with the overall mean 
rank baccalaureate students ranked three surgical topics : pre and post 
operative teaching care , pathophysiology of specific surgical conditions 
and rehabilitation of  the surgical patient as their top choices . Their 
two least desired topics , limb reattachment and wound debridement , 
were also the least desired topics of all other nurses . They ranked 
tracheostomy care in eighth place compared to all nurses ranking it  
as sixth choice . Their rankings and weightings .are shown in  Table X 
and the group compar ison in Appendix D .  
Baccalaureate students assigned a high average o f  2 1 . 39 percent 
weight to their first choice , pre and post operative care , a high 
16 . 81 percent to their second choice , pathophysiology of  s pecific sur­
gical conditions and a high 14 . 67 percent to rehabilitation of the surgical 
patient . The students ' lowest weighted topics , limb reattachment and 
care of drainage tubes , received the least weight by  all other nurses . 
However ,  the students gave low weights to tracheostomy care which 
was fifth highest among all nurses . 
TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF SURGICAL NURSING TOPICS 
S ELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE STUDENT NURSES 
Topics 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 
Pathophysiology of 
Specific Surgical 
Conditions 
Rehabilitation of the 
Surgical Patient 
Care of Drainage Tubes 
Oral/Pharyngeal 
Suctioning 
Coping with Alt eration 
of Body and Image/Life 
Styles 
Ostomy Care 
Tracheostomy Care 
Wound Debridement 
Limb Reattachment 
Rank 
of 
Ranks 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 . 5  
5. 5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
He an 
Rank 
2 . 63 
4 . 04 
4 . 96 
5 . 50 
5 . 83 
5 . 83 
5 . 88 
5 . 92 
6 . 79 
7 . 63 
We
��hts 
Weight s 
1 
2 
3 
9 
4 
7 
5 
8 
6 
10 
Mean 
2 1 . 39 
16 .81 
14 . 67 
8 . 35 
11 . 24 
9 . 24 
10 . 26 
8 . 91 
9 . 92 
7 .8 1  
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Baccalaureate Nursing Faculty 
Nine of  the seventeen adult health faculty of the baccalaureate 
program participated in the research study . 
Professional topics . The faculty identified three of the five 
topics selected by all groups as their highest choices : effec tive 
documentation , problem solving and decision making . Three of  the 
faculty ' s  least desired topics were among those of  least interest to 
all nurses : trends and issues in nursing , politics of  health care and 
interdepar tmental relationships . These data are presented in Table XI 
and Appendix D .  
The faculty agreed with the baccalaureate students on three o f  
the five t o p  choices : effective communication , problem solving and 
strategies for decision making . Faculty and their students also agreed 
on three of the four lowest ranked topics : interdepartmental relation­
ships , politics of  health care and trends and i ssues in nursing . 
The faculty did not consistently place equivalent weights with 
ranks of the professional topics . Highly ranked problem solving received 
the greatest weight and professional role and relationships received 
next highest . Their third highest weight was assigned to health care 
economics ,  however , this was in sixth place among all nurses . Other 
weights were scattered among the professional topics . The faculty ' s  
lowest weighted topics , change process and trends and issues in nursing , 
were among the lowest weighted topics by all nurses . Faculty gave low 
weight to legal aspects , however , all nurses gave this topic a high 
third place weight . 
TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PROFESSIONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE NURSING FACULTY 
Topic 
Effective Documentation 
Professional Role and 
Relationships  
S trategies for  Dec ision 
Making 
Management Strategies 
and Skills  
Problem Solving 
Legal Aspects 
Conflict  Hanagement 
Health Care Economics 
Implementing Nursing 
Standards 
Change Process 
Interdepartmental 
Relationships  
Quality Assurance 
Politics of Health 
Care 
Trends and Issues in 
Nursing 
Rank 
of fvlean 
Ranks Rank 
1 3 . 58 
2 4 . 50 
3 5 . 33 
4 . 5  6 . 00 
4 . 5  6 . 00 
6 6 . 83 
7 7 . 1 7 
8 7 . 75 
9 7 . 83 
10 8 . 33 
1 1  9 . 00 
12  9 . 1 7 
13  11 . 67 
14 11 . 83 
Rank 
of  Mean 
Weights Wei ght 
9 7 . 57 
2 15 . 00 
6 . 5  9 . 29 
6 . 5  9 . 29 
1 18 . 75 
12  5 . 83 
4 10 . 43 
3 11 . 00 
5 9 . 5 7  
13 . 5  5 . 00 
8 8 . 14 
10 . 5  7 .00 
10 . 5  7 .00 
13 . 5  5 . 00 
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Personal topics . The faculty ' s  first three selections of · 
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personal topics were high ranking topics of all nurses : time manage-
ment , stress management and effective communication , as presented in  
Table XII and Appendix D .  
The baccalaureate faculty and their students agreed on two 
high ranking topics : time management and effective communication . 
They also agreed with the students and other nurses on two lower ranked 
topic s ,  group dynamics and values clarification . 
In accordance with their students and all other nurses , the 
faculty generally  assigned heavy weights t o  the highest ranked choices 
and low weights to  the topics of  least interest . 
TABLE XII  
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PERSONAL TOPICS SELECTED 
BY BACCALAUREATE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Topics of Rank of  Weight Ranks \veights 
Time Management 1 2 . 14 3 15 . 63 
S tress Management 2 3 . 29 4 . 5  11 . 25 
Effective Communication 3 4 . 29 1 16 . 43 
"Burnout" Prevention 4 4 . 7 1 2 15 . 7 1 
Leadership Development 5 5 . 57 4 . 5  11 . 25 
Interpersonal 
Relationships 6 . 5  5 .  71 6 10 . 71 
Assertiveness Training 6 . 5  5 .  71 7 9 . 38 
Group Dynamics 8 6 . 43 8 . 5  8 . 57  
Values Clarification 9 7 . 14 8 . 5  8 . 5 7 
Patient/ fumily topics . The baccalaureat e  faculty agreed with 
o ther nurses in giving a high ranking to  crisis intervention and a low 
ranking to therapeutic touch . These data are shown in Table XIII and 
Appendix D .  
The faculty assigned the highest weight t o  discharge planning 
6 1  
i n  agreement with their students and a l l  other nurse s .  Other weight 
assignments had a l ow level agreement with students and all other nurses . 
The faculty had a generall y  dissimilar pattern of assigning equivalent 
wei ghts to  ranked topic s .  
The baccalaureate faculty and their students had a low level of  
agreement in ranking  the patient/family topics , a s  exhibited in Table 
IV ( p .  44 ) .  Both groups placed care of  the dying patient and grief and 
loss within their first five ranks ; they placed aspect s  of  rehabili­
tation and therapeutic touch as some of the least desired topics . The 
students ' highest ranked and weighted topics ,  patient/family teaching 
and discharge planning , were the eighth and ninth choices of the faculty . 
Broad clinical topics .  The faculty agreed with all other nurses 
on the three high ranking topics : emergency care-shock and hemorrhage , 
care of the critically ill patient , and clinical j udgment skills . They  
agreed with all  other nurses on  three of the five  lowes t  ranking topics : 
nursing grand rounds , review of the nursing process and central venous 
pressure monitoring . These data are illustrated in Table XIV and 
Appendix D .  
In accordance with other nurses , the baccalaureate faculty 
assigned high weights to two of the three highest weighted topics , 
clinical judgment skills  and patient assessment by  system .  
TABLE XIII  
SUMMARY OF  RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF  PATIENT /FAMILY TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Crisis I ntervention I 3 . 75 6 
Grief and Loss 2 4 . 00 8 
Care of  the Dying Pat ient 3 4 . 50 2 
Pain Theory and I ntervention 4 5 . 50 7 
Nutrition Assessment and 
Support 5 6 . 00 5 
Patient/Family Behavioral 
Problems 6 6 . 75 4 
Mobility and Immobility 7 7 . 50 I 3 . 5  
Patient/Family Teaching 8 8 . 00 9 
Discharge Planning 9 8 . 50 I 
Cultural/Religious Values 
and Heal th Care 10 9 . 00 10  
Aspect s  of  Rehabilitation 1 1  9 . 25 1 1  
Family Dynami cs I 2  9 . 75 1 2  
Therapeutic Touch 1 3  1 0 . 75 13 . 5  
Health Promotion I4 1 1 . 75 3 
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Mean 
Weight 
I I . 88 
9 . 50 
I4 . I7 
10 . 00 
I 2 . 00 
I 3 . 00 
4 . 25 
9 . I7 
I4 . 38 
9 . 00 
7 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 25 
1 3 . 57 
TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF BROAD CLINICAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE NURSING FACULTY 
-
Rank Rank 
Topic of Mean of  
Ranks Rank Weights 
Emergency Care--Shock 
and Hemorrhage 1 3 . 25 5 
Care of  the Critically 
Ill Patient 2 . 5  4 . 00 15 
Clinical Judgment Skills 2 . 5 4 . 00 1 
Advanced Life Support 4 4 . 25 7 . 5  
Pharmacology Update 5 . 5  7 . 00 2 . 5  
Patient Assessment by  
Systems 5 . 5  7 .00 2 . 5  
Respiratory Care 7 8 . 00 12 . 5  
Total Parenteral 
Nutrition 8 8 . 25 10 
Fluid and Electrolyte 
Balance 9 . 5  9 . 7 5  u ·  
Decubitus Care 9 . 5  9 . 75 7 . 5 
Oncology Update 11 10 . 00 4 
Nursing Grand Rounds 12 . 5  10 . 75 9 
Nursing Diagnosis/Care 
Plans 12 . 5  10 . 75 1 2 . 5  
Review of Nursing 
Process 14 1 1 . 25 6 
Central Venous Pressure 
Monitoring 15 12 . 00 14 
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Mean 
Weight 
11 . 00 
5 . 00 
19 . 38 
10 . 00 
13 . 00 
13 . 00 
6 . 25 
9 . 00 
7 . 50 
10 . 00 
12 . 00 
9 . 67 
6 . 25 
10 . 25 
5 . 60 
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The faculty agreed with all other nurses in assigning low 
weights to two of  the three lowest weighted topics , central venous 
pressure and care of the critically ill patient . The faculty ' s  assign­
ment of  weights did not follow a pattern of high weights to high ranks . 
They ranked care of the critically ill  patient second , but assigned i t  
the least weight . Other assigned weights were not generally related t o  
the assigned rank . 
The baccalaureate faculty and their students agreed on three of  
the five high ranking topics : emergency care--s�ock and hemorrhage , 
pharmacology u pdate and advanced life suppor t . They also agreed on 
three l ow ranked topics : nursing grand rounds , review of the nursing 
process and oncology updat e . Baccalaureate faculty and their students 
gave high weights to patient assessment by  systems and pharmacology 
update . They agreed on assigning low weights to care of the critically 
ill patient s . 
Surgical nursing topics .  Baccalaureate faculty members agreed 
with their students and all other nurses in assigning high rank to pre 
and post operative teaching , pathophysiology of  specific surgical 
conditions and care of drainage tubes . Their first ranked ,  coping with 
alterations in body image/lifestyle , was ranked fifth by  all group s .  
I n  accordance with their baccalaureate student s  and all nurse 
groups , faculty gave low ranking to wound debridement and limb 
reattachment . Their was low level of agreement among all nur ses on the 
ranking of  the other surgical nursing topic s .  Faculty assigned heavy 
weights to three of the five highly ranked topics in accordance with all 
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others: pre and post operative teaching/care t pathophysiology of speci fic 
surgical conditions and rehabilitation o f  the surgical patient . 
Faculty agreed with thei r  students and all other nurses in 
assigning low weights to only one topic , care of drainage tubes .  The 
ranks and weights are shown in Table XV and Appendix D .  
TABLE XV 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF SURGICAL NURSING TOPICS 
SELECTED BY BACCALAUREATE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of Mean o f  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Coping with Alterations in 
Body Image/Life Style 1 3. 17 2 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 2 4 .00 1 
Care o f  Drainage Tubes 3. 5 5 . 00 9 . 5  
Pathophysiology o f  Specific 
Surgical Conditions 3 . 5 5 . 00 4 
Rehabilitation of the 
Surgical Patient 5 5. 17 3 
Ostomy Care 6. 5 5 . 3 3  5. 5 
Tracheostomy Care 6. 5 5 . 33 5. 5 
Oral/Pharyngeal 
Suctioning 8 6 .83 9. 5 
Limb Reattachment 9 7. 33 7 
Wound Debr idement 10 7. 83 8 
Mean 
Weight 
18 . 13 
21.15 
6. 67 
13. 5 7  
16 . 25 
9. 17 
9. 1 7  
6. 67 
8 . 00 
7 . 50 
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Associate Degree Students 
Fif ty-two senior associate degree students ranked and weighted 
topics relating to content for the surgical nurse internship program. 
However , some rankings and weightings were discarded due to incomplete 
or inconsistent responses . 
Pro fessional topics .  Associate degree student nurses agreed 
with all o ther nurses in  ranking two of the three highest ranked topic s : 
effective documentation and problem solving . S tudents chose implementing 
nursing standards above all other topics , however , this topic ranked 
f ifth in the professional categor y . In accordance with all other 
nurses , the associate degree students , agreed on the three least desired 
topic s : health care economics , trends and issues in nursing and politics 
of healt h  care . These data are p resented in Table XVI and Appendix D .  
The students agreed with all other nurses i n  assigning high 
weights to two highly desired topics , e ffective documentation and legal 
aspects . Associate degree students assigned the second heaviest weight 
to  implementing nursing standards which tied for third  choice by all 
o ther nurses . They assigned low weights to two of the three least 
weighted topics : politics o f  heal th car e and trends and issues in 
nursing . Generally , the students as si gnment of weights d i d  not have a 
relationship to their rank standing o f  the topic . 
Personal topics . In accordance with all other nurse s , associate 
degree students gave high ranks to three personal topi cs : time 
management , effective communication and stress management . Their three 
lowest ranked topics were the least favored of all nurse group s : 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PROFESSIONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE STUDENT NURSES 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Implementing Nurs ing 
Standards 1 3 . 54 2 
Effective Documentation 2 3 . 82 1 
Problem Solving 3 4 . 86 4 
Legal Aspects 4 5 . 32 3 
Professional Role and 
Relationships 5 6 . 87  5 
Quality Assurance 6 7 . 43 6 
Strategies for Decision 7 7 . 59 8 
Interdepartmental 
Relationships  8 8 . 01 9 
Conflict Management 9 8 .05 7 
l"lanagement Strategies 
and Skills 10 8 . 83 1 1  
Change Process 1 1  8 . 93 10 
Health Care Economics  12  9 . 93 1 2  
Trends and Issues in 
Nursing 1 3  10 . 33 1 3  
Politics o f  Health Care 1 4  1 1 . 49 14 
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Mean 
Weight 
1 1 . 55 
14 . 72 
9 . 66 
1 1 . 02 
9 . 00 
8 . 64 
7 . 6 1  
6 . 72 
7 . 98 
5 . 98 
6 . 62 
5 . 70 
5 . 35 
5 . 1 7 
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leadership development , values c larification and group dynamic s . 
Table XVII am Appendix D illustrate these data . 
In accordance with other nurses , the students assigned the 
greatest amount of weight to  the three highest ranked topics and they 
assigned the least weight to their two l owest preferences . The students ' 
three highest weighted topics agreed with the enti re group of nurses . 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PERSONAL TOPICS SELECTED 
BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE STUDENT NURSES 
Rank Rank 
of Mean o f  
Topic Ranks Rank We.ights 
Time Management 1 3 . 22 2 
Effective Communication 2 3 . 32 1 
Stress Management 3 3 . 61 3 
"Burnout" Prevention 4 4 . 88 4 
I nterpersonal Relationships 5 5 .10 5 
Assertiveness Training 6 5 . 41 7 
Leadership Development 7 5 . 69 6 
Value s  Clar i f ication 8 6 . 22 8 
Group D ynamics 9 7 . 54 9 
Mean 
Wei ght 
14 . 88 
16 . 53 
14 . 78 
11 . 11 
9 . 80 
9 . 30 
9 .54 
8 . 93 
7 . 60 
Patient/family topics . Students ranked highly two o f  the three 
topics which were consi stent high choices o f  other nurse s : crisis 
intervention and patient/ famil y teaching . The associate d egree students 
ranked health promot ion as their second choice , however ,  it was ranked 
in eighth place by all other nurses . Two of their low ranked topi cs , 
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therapeutic touch and cultural/religious values and health car e ,  were 
among the least preferred topics of all  other nurses . See Table XVI I I  
and Appendix D .  
Student nurses assigned highest weights to  their three highest 
ranked topics and low weights to two of three l ow weighted topics . This 
pattern of weights was similar to all other nurse participants . 
Broad c linical topics . Associate degree students ranked one o f  
the three overall highest ranked topics a s  their highest preferences , 
emergency care--shock and hemorrhage . The students ' second and third 
choices were fluid  and electrolyte balance and advanced life support . 
However ,  these topics tied for fifth place ranking by  all  other nurses . 
Students , as wel l  as other nurses , gave low ranks to central venous 
pressure monitoring , and review of the nursing process . See Table XIX 
and Appendix D .  
Students assigned high weights t o  two topics : emergency care--
shock and hemorrhage , and fluid and electrolyte balance .  Their high 
weighting of  emergency care--shock and hemorrhage was in accordance 
with other nurses . The students ' low weighting of nursing grand 
rounds and review of nursing process was similar to the weighting 
pattern of  other nurses . The students generally assigned high weights 
to their high choices and low weights to  low choices . 
Surgical nursing topics . Student nurses ' highest choices , pre 
and post o perative teaching/care and pathophysiology of  specific 
surgical c onditions , were also high choices of  all nurse s .  
TABLE XVI I I  
SUMMARY O F  RANKS AND WEIGHTS O F  PATIENT/FAi'1ILY TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING STUDENTS 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of 
Topics Ranks Rank v/eights 
Crisis Intervention 1 3 . 77 1 
Health Promotion 2 4 . 99 2 
Patient/Family  Teaching 3 5 . 68 3 
Pain Theory and Intervention 4 6 . 03 4 
Grief and Loss 5 6 . 69 6 
Care of the Dying Patient 6 6 . 82 5 
Aspects of  Rehabil itation 7 7 . 26 7 
Nutritional Assessment 
and Support 8 8 . 00 9 
Mobility and Immobility 9 8 . 47 13  
Discharge Planning 10  8 . 51 8 
Therapeutic Touch 1 1  8 . 85 10 
Patient/Family Behavioral 
Problems 1 2  9 . 22 l l  
Cultural/Religious 
Values and Health Care 1 3  1 0 . 09 14 
Family  Dynamics  14  1 0 . 4 1  1 2  
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Mean 
Weight 
14 . 27 
1 2 . 95 
1 2 . 83 
10 . 38 
9 . 93 
10 . 34 
8 . 94 
8 . 15 
6 . 69 
8 . 40 
8 . 14 
7 . 42 
6 .03 
7 . 22 
TABLE XIX 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF BROAD CLINICAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE STUDENT NURSES 
Rank Rank 
of Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Emer gency Care--Shock 
and Hemorrhage 1 3 . 50 1 
Fluid and El ec trol yte 
Balance 2 5 . 5 1 2 
Ad vanced Life Support 3 5 . 57 3 
Care of Critically I l l  
Patient 4 5 . 91 13 
Respiratory Care 5 6 . 21 4 
Patient Assessment b y  Systems 6 6 . 32 5 
Total Parenteral Nutrition 7 7 . 03 9 
Clinical Judgment Skills 8 7 . 06 6 
Pharmacology Update 9 7 . 68 7 
Nursing Diagno sis/Care Plans 10 9 . 10 8 
Central Venous Pressure 
"Monitoring 11 9 . 34 11 
Decub itus Care 12 9 . 85 10 
Oncology Update 13 10. 90 12 
Review of Nursing Process 14 1 1 . 90 14 
Nursing Grand Rounds 15 12 . 12 15 
7 1  
Mean 
Weight 
13 . 04 
10. 19 
9 . 22 
5 . 13 
9 . 18 
8 . 53 
6 . 59 
7 . 76 
7 . 42 
7 . 32 
6 . 22 
6 . 43 
5 . 5 1 
4 . 5 5  
4 . 09 
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Their second highest choice , tracheostomy care , was ranked sixth 
by  all other nurses . They agreed with all other nurses in  only one low 
ranked topic , limb reattachment . These data are p resented in Table XX 
and Appendix D .  
The associate degree students agreed with other nurses i n  assigning 
high weights to pre and post operative care and pathophysiology of  specific 
surgical conditions . They generally agreed with all other nurses in 
assigning low weights to ostomy care , care of drainage tubes and limb 
reattachment . Students assigned considerably high weight to topics of  low 
rank : wound debridement ,  rehabilitation of the surgical patient and 
coping with alterations of body image/lifestyle . 
TABLE XX 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF SURGICAL NURSING TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE STUDENT NURSES 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 1 2 . 88 1 
Tracheostomy Care 2 3 . 90 5 
Pathophysiology of  Surgical 
Conditions 3 5 . 03 2 
Oral/Pharyngeal Suctioning 4 5 . 09 6 
Care of Drainage Tubes 5 5 . 29 8 
Ostomy Care 6 5 . 96 10  
Wound Debridement 7 6 . 22 7 
Rehabilitation of  the 
Surgical Patient 8 6 . 32 4 
Coping with Alterations in 
Body Image/Life Styles 9 6 . 35 3 
Limb Reattachment 1 0  7 . 96 9 
Mean 
Weight 
1 5 . 63 
1 1 . 1 5 
1 2 . 83 
10 . 14 
8 . 95 
8 . 38 
10 . 1 3 
1 1 . 2 1  
1 1 . 87 
8 . 39 
Associate Degree Faculty 
Seven faculty  members who taught medical-surgical nursing in  
an  associate degree program responded to  the questionnair e .  
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Professional topics . Two of  the three highest ranked topics by 
associate degree faculty were high choices of all other nur ses : problem 
solving and effective documentation . The faculty ' s  lowest ranked topics 
were in agreement with all other nurses : trends and issues in  nursing 
and poli tics of  health care . 
In accordance with other nurses the associate degree faculty  
assi gned most weight to their three highest ranked topics and the least 
to  their two lowest ranked topic s .  The associate degree faculty and 
their students  agreed in assigning high ranks and weights to problem 
solving and effective documentation . Howeve4 the faculty gave second 
rank to strategies for decision making whil e  associate degree students  
ranked it seventh . The associate degree students ranked implementing 
nursing standards first while the faculty  ranked it ninth place . Faculty  
and their students also  agreed on low  ranks and weights for  three topics : 
politics of heal th care , trends and issues of nursing and heal th care 
economics , as presented in Table XXI and Appendix D .  
Personal topics .  As seen in Table XXII , and in agreement  with 
all other nurses , the faculty  gave high ranks to  these three topics :  time 
management ,  effective communication and stress management . They gave 
low rankings to  group dynamics and values clarification , in accordance 
with all other nurses . The associate degree faculty and students 
TABLE XXI 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PROFESSIONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Problem Solving 1 1 . 80 1 
Strategies for Deci sion 
Making 2 3 . 20 3 
Effective Documentation 3 3 . 40 2 
Management Strategies and 
Skills 4 5 . 40 6 
Legal Aspects 5 . 5  7 . 00 4 
Confl ict Management 5 . 5  7 . 00 1 0  
Quality Assurance 7 7 . 20 7 
Professional Role and 
Relationships  8 7 . 40 5 
Implementing Nursing 
Standards 9 7 . 80 8 
Change Process 1 0  8 . 40 9 
Interdepartmental 
Relationships 1 1  8 . 80 1 1  
Health Care Economics 1 2  1 1 . 40 1 2  
Trends and I ssues i n  
Nursing 1 3  1 2 . 80 14  
Politics of  Health Care 14 1 3 . 40 1 3  
7 4  
Mean 
Weight 
1 6 . 00 
9 . 43 
1 1 . 29 
7 . 86 
8 . 57 
6 . 43 
7 . 5 7  
8 . 40 
6 .  71 
6 . 57 
5 . 00 
4 . 43 
3 . 1 7  
4 . 80 
TABLE XXI I 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PERSONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Time Management 1 . 5  2 . 7 1  1 
Effective Communication 1. 5 2 . 7 1  5 
Stress Management 3 3 . 7 1  2 
Assertiveness Training 4 4 . 57 3 
Interper sonal Relationships 5 4 . 7 1  6 
Leadership Development 6 5 . 14 4 
Group Dynamics 7 6 . 00 8 
"Burnout" Prevention 8 7 . 00 7 
Values Clarification 9 8 . 43 9 
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Mean 
Weight 
18 . 57 
10. 57 
14 . 86 
13 . 29 
9 . 57 
11 . 7 1  
7 . 14 
7 . 7 1  
6 . 43 
agreed on three high ranking topic s : t ime management , effec t iv e  communi-
cation and stress management . They agreed on two low ranking topics , 
values clarification and group dynamics . 
Faculty assigned the most weight to their high rankin�:; t op i c s , 
with the highest weight to t ime management and stress management . The se 
topics also received high weights b y  their stu dents and all other nurses . 
The associate degree facult y  agreed with their students and v ther 
�urses in assigning low levels of weights to group d y namic s  and v alues 
clarif ication . The faculty gave a low level of wei ght to "burnout" 
� revention while all other nurses inc luding the associate degree students 
guve it middle of the scale weightings . The facul ty generall y  gave hi�h 
we ights to high ranking topics and low weight s to the least desired . 
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Pat ient/family topics . The associate degree faculty ' s  high 
rankings agreed with other nurses on only topics , discharge planning and 
patient/famil y  teaching . Faculty agreed with other nurses on three low 
ranked topics : mobility and immobility , therapeutic touch and 
cultural/religious values and health car e .  In accordance with other 
nurses , the facul t y ' s  two high ranked topics received a high percentage of 
weight : patient/family teaching and discharge planning . See Table XXI I I  
and Appendix D .  The two lowest ranked topics , therapeutic touch and 
cultural/religious values  and health care received less weight by the 
associate degree faculty and all other nurses . 
Associate degree faculty and their students agreed on only two 
highly ranked topic s ,  health promotion and patient/family  teaching and 
two low ranked and wei ghted topics , therapeutic touch and cultural/ 
religious values and health care . 
Associate degree faculty and thei r  students gave high weights 
to patient/family teaching . However ,  the associate degree students 
gave crisis intervention highest  weight and faculty gave it the fifth 
highest weight . Faculty gave considerable more weight to  discharge 
planning than their students . 
Broad clinical topics . Associate degree faculty agreed with 
other nurses in ranking one of the three high preferences , emergency 
care--shock and hemorrhage . In accordance with other nurses , the 
facult y  gave low ranking to  oncology update and central venous pressure . 
These data are presented in Table XXIV and Appendix D .  
TABLE XXI I I  
SUMMARY O F  RANKS AND WEIGHTS O F  PATIENT/FAMILY TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of  He an of  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Discharge Planning 1 2 . 00 2 
Health Promotion 2 3 . 25 4 
Patient/Family  Teaching 3 4 .00 1 
Nutritional Assessment and 
Support 4 6 . 50 l l . 5  
Aspects of Rehabilitation 5 6 . 75 3 
Pain Theory and Intervention 6 7 . 50 6 
Crisis Intervention 7 8 . 00 5 
Family Dynamics 8 8 . 25 10  
Patient/Family  Behavioral 
Problems 9 8 . 50 1 1 . 5  
Care of the Dying Patient 10 8 . 75 8 
Grief and Loss l l  9 . 25 9 
Mobility and Immobility 1 2  9 . 50 7 
Therapeutic Touch 1 3  10 . 50 1 3  
Cultural/Religious Values 
and Health Care 1 4  1 2 . 25 14  
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Mean 
Weight 
1 2 . 6 7  
9 . 33 
1 3 . 00 
4 . 67 
9 . 40 
8 . 86 
9 . 14 
4 . 80 
4 . 67 
6 . 57 
6 . 1 7 
7 . 67 
3 . 75 
2 . 20 
TABLE XXIV 
S��RY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF BROAD CLINICAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Patient Assessment by 
Systems 1 2. 75 2 
Emergency Care--Shock 
and Hemorrhage 2 3 . 00 4 
Pharmacology Update 3 3 . 25 3 
Clinical Judgment Skills 4 5 . 25 1 
Care of the Critically Ill 
Patient 5 . 5  7 . 7 5 1 4  
Nur sing Diagnosis /Care 
Plans 5 . 5  7 . 75 6 
Advanced Life Support 7 8 . 00 7 
Respiratory Care 8 8 . 25 8 . 5  
Fluid and Electrolyte Balance 9 8 . 50 5 
Nursing Grand Rounds 1 0  9 . 75 1 2  
Review o f  the Nur sing Process 1 1  10 . 00 1 5  
Total Parenteral Nutrition 1 2  1 0 . 7 5  1 0  
Decubitus Care 1 3  1 1 . 25 13  
Oncology Update 14 1 1 . 50 1 1  
Central Venous Pressure 
Moni toring 15 1 2. 25 8 . 5  
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Mean 
Weight 
1 1 . 50 
10 . 17 
1 0 . 86 
1 1 . 83 
3 . 25 
7 . 60 
7 . 33 
5 . 80 
7 . 50 
3 . 80 
1 .  75 
5 . 7 1 
3 . 40 
5 . 50 
5 . 80 
Two of the faculty ' s  highest ranked topics received the mos t  
weight , pat ient assessment by  systems and emergency care--shock and 
hemorrhage .  
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Faculty assigned highest we ight to clinical j ud gment skills  
which was highly we ighted by  other nurses . Wi th a few exceptions , the 
facult y  assigned weights in relationship to the rankings of topics . 
Bo th the associate degree faculty and their students assigned 
high ranks to the same two clinical topics , emergency care--shock and 
hemorrhage and care of the critically ill pat ient . The y  both assigned 
low ranks to topics : central venous pressure monitoring , decubitus care , 
oncology update and review o f  the nursing process . Associate degree 
faculty and their students had a low level of agreement in giving weight 
to broad clinical topics . 
Surgical nursing topics . The faculty ' s  three high prefer ences 
were in accordance with high preferences of all nurses : pre and post 
o perative teaching/care ,  rehabil itation of the surgical patient and 
coping with alterations of body image/lifestyle . The faculty gave low 
rankings to two topics , wound debridement and l imb reattachment , which 
was consistent with the low rankings of other nurse group s . 
The facul ty ' s  highest ranked topics received the highest weight s ,  
a s  presented i n  Table XXV . Other assigne d  we ights were scattered , with 
no apparent relationship to rank placement . Associate degree faculty 
gave low weights to oral/pharyngeal sucti oning and ostomy care which 
was not in accordance with other nurse group s .  S e e  Appendix D .  
TABLE XXV 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF SURGICAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FACULTY 
Rank Rank 
of Mean of  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 1 1 . 83 1 
Rehabilitation of the 
Surgical Patient 2 3 . 67 2 
Coping with Alterations in 
Body Image/Lifestyle 3 4 . 75 3 
Care  of Drainage Tubes 4 5 . 00 7 . 5 
Ostomy Care 5 5 . 33 9 
Tracheostomy Care 6 5 . 50 7 . 5 
Pathophysiology of Surgical 
Conditions 7 6 . 08 4 
Oral/Pharyngeal 
Suctioning 8 6 . 1 7  10  
Wound Debridement 9 7 . 17 5 
Limb Reattachment 10  9 . 50 6 
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Mean 
Weight 
20 . 00 
1 5 . 00 
13 . 00 
8 . 00 
7 . 50 
8 . 00 
1 1 . 50 
7 , 00 
10 . 29 
8 . 86 
Associate degree faculty and their students agreed on only one 
highly ranked topic , pre and post operative and teaching/care . They 
agreed on only one low ranked topic , limb reattachment . Faculty and 
students agreed on weighting two highly desired topics : pre and post 
operative teaching/care and coping with alterations in  body image/life 
styles . There was some agreement in g iving low weights to ostomy care . 
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Professional Nursing Service Staff 
Fourteen of  the 20 selected professional nursing service staff 
responded to the questionnaire . 
Professional topics. The nursing service staff agreed with all 
other nurses on three high ranking topics : effective documentation , 
problem solving and legal aspects.  The staff also agreed on low ranked 
topics : politics of heal th care , trends and issues in nursing and 
health care economics , as seen in Table XXVI and Appendix D .  
In accordance with other nurse participants ,  the nursing service 
staf f gave high weights to two desired topics--problem solving and 
effective documentation. They agreed with other nurses in giving low 
weights to trends and issues in nursing and the politics of  health care . 
The nursing service staff generally assigned weights in 
relationship to ranked topics. 
Personal topics .  Nursing service staff ranked three topics high 
in accordance with other nurse respondents : time management , effective 
communication and stress management .  These nurses agreed with all 
other nurses in ranking two topics with low scores, group dynamics and 
values clarification. These ranks are presented in Table XXVII and 
Appendix D .  
Nursing service staff assigned heaviest weights t o  their highest 
ranked and lowest weights to the lowest ranked topics . 
Patient family topics. Nursing service staff agreed with all 
other nurses in ranking two of the three most preferred topics , patient/ 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND vffiiGHTS OF PROFESS IONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY PROFESSIONAL NURSING SERVICE STAFF 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Problem Solving 1 2. 56 4 
Effective Documentat ion 2 3 . 56 1 
Legal Aspects 3 5 . 1 1  3 
Implementing Nursing 
Standards 4 5 . 50 2 
Conflict Management 5 5 . 7 2 5 
Quality Assurance 6 5 . 89 6 
S trategies for Dec ision 
Making 7 . 5  6 . 44 9 
Professional Role and 
Relationships 7 . 5 6 . 44 7 
Management Strategies and 
Skills 9 8 . 33 8 
Interdepartmental 
Relationships 10 9 . 67 10  
Change Process 1 1  1 0 . 1 1  1 1  
Trends and Issues in 
Nursing 1 2  10 . 78 13  
Health Care Economics 1 3  1 1 . 1 1  1 2  
Politics o f  Health Care 1 4  13 . 78 1 4  
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Mean 
Weight 
1 1 . 1 7 
1 6 . 00 
1 1 . 43 
1 1 . 64 
9 . 62 
9 . 07 
7 . 42 
8 . 62 
7 . 93 
5 . 6 7  
5 . 00 
3 . 90 
4 . 55 
3 . 11 
TABLE XXVII 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PERSONAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY PROFESSIONAL NURSING SERVICE STAFF 
Rank Rank 
of  Mean o f  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Effective Communication 1 2 . 95 1 
Time Management 2 3 . 20 4 
Stress Management 3 3 . 30 3 
Assertiveness Training 4 3 . 70 2 
Leadership Development 5 . 5  5 .50 5 
Interpersonal Relationships  5 . 5  5 . 50 7 
"Burnout" Prevention 7 6 . 10 6 
Group Dynamics  8 7 . 10 8 
Values Clarification 9 7 . 65 9 
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Mean 
Weight 
18 . 40 
1 4 . 83 
1 5 . 29 
1 5 . 60 
1 2 . 2 1  
8 . 46 
10 . 64 
8 . 14 
6 . 9 1  
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famil y  teaching and pain theory and intervention . In  accordance with 
other nurses they gave low ranks to two of the three least desired topics , 
cultural/religious values and health care and therapeutic touch . Thei r  
rankings are presented i n  Table XXVIII  and Appendix D .  
In  accordance with all other nurses , the nursing service staff 
assigned most weight to their highest ranked topics discharge planning 
and patient/family teachin g .  They agreed with a l l  other nurses in  
assigning the least weight to cultural/religious values and health care . 
Other weight assignments were scattered with no pattern relationship to 
rank . 
Broad clinical topics . Nursing service staff agreed with all 
other nurses on two of the three high ranking topics : emergency care-­
shock and hemorrhage and clinical judgment skills . They agreed with 
all other nurses in giving low ranks to two of  the three least desired 
topics , central venous pressure monitoring and nursing grand rounds . 
These data are presented in Table XXIX and Appendix D .  
Nursing service staff agreed with other nurses in weighting two 
of the three desired top ics , emergency care--shock and hemor rhage and 
clinical judgment skills . In accordance with other nurses they gave 
low weighcs to central venous pressure monitoring , nursing g rand rounds 
and care of the critically ill patient . Other weights assigned by the 
staff of nursing service did not relate to the assigned ranks . 
Surgical nursing topics . The nursing service staff agreed with 
all other nurses in ranking the three most preferred topic s :  p r e  and 
post operative teaching/care , rehabilitation of the surgical patient and 
pathophysiology of specific surgical conditions . 
TABLE XXVIII  
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF PATIENT/FAMILY TOPICS 
SELECTED BY PROFESSIONAL NURSING SERVICE STAFF 
Rank Rank 
of Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Patient/Family Teaching 1 3 . 30 2 
Pain Theory and Intervention 2 4 . 13 3 
Discharge Planning 3 4 . 38 1 
Crisis Intervention 4 4 . 88 5 
Grief and Loss 5 6 . 50 4 
Aspects of  Rehabilitation 6 6 . 75 9 
Health Promotion 7 7 . 13 6 
Nutritional Assessment and 
Support 8 8 . 38 8 
Mobility and Immobility 9 9 . 38 10  
Family Dynamics 1 0  9 . 50 13  
Patient/Family Behavioral 
Problems 1 1 . 5 9 . 63 1 2  
Care of  the Dying Patient l l . 5 9 . 63 7 
Therapeutic Touch 13  10 . 13 1 1  
Cultural/Religious Values 
and Health Care 1 4  1 1 . 1 3 1 4  
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Mean 
Weight 
1 4 . 67 
1 1 . 67 
1 5 . 69 
9 . 83 
1 0 . 50 
6 . 60 
8 . 00 
7 . 09 
6 . 08 
4 . 40 
5 . 25 
7 . 33 
5 . 82 
3 . 70 
TABLE XXIX 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF BROAD CLINICAL TOPICS 
SELECTED BY PROFESSIONAL NURSING SERVICE STAFF 
Rank Rank 
o f  Mean of  
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Emergency Care--Shock 
and Hemorrhage 1 4 . 67 1 
Cl inical Judgment Skills 2 4 . 94 3 
Nursing Viagnosis/Care Plans 3 5 . 33 2 
Care o f  Critically Ill Patient 4 . 5  6 . 56 13  
Fluid and El ectrolyte Balance 4 . 5  6 . 56 6 
Patient Assessment by Systems 6 6 . 78 4 
Review of  Nursing Process 7 7 . 22 5 
Advanced Life Support 8 7 . 50 7 
Pharmacology Update 9 8 . 00 1 1  
Respiratory Care 10  8 . 1 1  9 
Total Parenteral Nut rition 1 1  8 . 83 8 
Oncology Update 1 2  10 . 56 1 2  
Decubitus Care 1 3  1 0 . 83 10  
Nursing Grand Rounds 14 1 1 . 33 14 
Central Venous Pressure 
Monitoring 1 5  1 2 . 78 1 5  
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Mean 
Wei gh t  
1 1 . 92 
1 1 . 1 5 
1 1 . 80 
5 . 00 
8 . 00 
10 . 42 
8 . 92 
7 . 73 
6 . 29 
7 . 08 
7 . 36 
5 . 1 7 
6 . 46 
5 . 40 
4 . 55 
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Likewi se , the two of the three least desired topics o f  the 
nur sing service staff were in accordance with other nurse groups ' 
lowes t  preferences : limb r eattachment and wound debri dement . Thes e  
data are presented i n  Table XXX and Appendix D .  
Nursing service staff were in ac cordance with other nur se groups 
in assigning high weights to pre and post operative teaching/care and 
pathophysiology of specific surgical conditions and l ow weight to l imb 
reattachment . 
The assignment of weights appeared to have little relationship 
to ranking exc ept for the highest and two lowe s t  ranked topics . 
TABLE XXX 
SUMMARY OF RANKS AND WEIGHTS OF SURGICAL NURSI NG TOPICS 
SELECTED BY PROFESSIONAL NURSING SERVICE STAFF 
Rank Rank 
of Mean of 
Topic Ranks Rank Weights 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 1 1 . 55 1 
Rehabilitation of the 
Surgical Patient 2 4. 18 8 
Pathophysiology o f  Specific 
Surgical Conditions 3 4 . 36 2 
Care o f  Drainage Tubes 4 4 . 82 4 
Coping with A lterations in 
Body Image/Lifestyles 5 5 . 45 7 
Tracheostomy Care 6 5 . 55 5 
Oral/Pharyngeal Suctioning 7 5.91 3 
Ostomy Care 8 6 . 55 6 
Wound Debridement 9 7 . 55 9 
Limb Reattachment 10 9 . 09 10 
Mean 
We ight 
19 . 60 
8 . 23 
12 . 43 
10. 92 
9 . 39 
10 . 73 
11.2 1  
9 . 43 
7 . 73 
5 . 64 
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Analysi s  of  the Summary Rank S tandings of Each Topic by Total Population 
The summary rank and weight standings were determined by averaging 
the ranks and wei ghts assigned to the 68 topics by the five groups of 
nurses . Also the differences in these standings were calculated . The 
topics have been arranged within their categories from the highest to 
the lowest rank . Each o f  the five categories were analyzed , summarized 
and arranged . 
Professional Category . A review o f  the ranking under the 
professional category shows that the nur se population as a whole 
selected effect ive documentation as  an important topic to be included 
in the surgical nurse internship program . Problem solving ranked second 
as a topic which should be taught to interns . Effective documentation 
and problem solving require a high degree of knowledge and personal 
skil l  of the nurse . Whereas , legal aspects , the third highest ranked 
topic , i s  a theoretical content topic . 
The eight topics that received moderate ranks all  tended to 
require a great amount of knowledge and ski l l  for effective perfor-
mance .  There was moderate agreement among the nurse population on the 
ranking of the eight topics : strategies for decision making , implemen ting 
nursing standards ,  professional role and relationshi ps , mana gement 
strategies and skills , conflict management ,  quality as surance , change 
process and interdepartmental relationship . 
The three lowest ranked professional topics were broad in 
context and were knowledge-based rather than skilled-based topic s .  
Again the total population showed a high level o f  agreement i n  giving 
low ranks to these three topics : health care economics , trends and 
issues in nursing and politics of health care . 
In analyzing Table XXXI , summar y  of  professional topics , i t  
appears that a l l  nurses assigned nearly the same weight a s  rank t o  
professional topics .  Legal aspects ,  trends and issues in nursing and 
politics of health care had equivalent or nearly equivalent weigbt 
values . The topic , strategies for decision making , was ranked fourth 
overall , but was prioritized in the eighth to ninth place in the 
weighting . Quality assurance ranked ninth , but was prioritized 
seventh in the weighting procedure . 
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Personal category . Analysis of the highly ranked personal 
category i ndicates that two desired topics  required knowledge and 
repeated skill applications . Time management and effective c ommunica­
tion were identified as topics that should be included as content in 
the surgical nurse internship program . Stress management was ranked 
third . 
The nurse population had high correlation in ranking medium 
choice personal topics , assertiveness training and "burnout" prevention . 
Nurses gave low rankings to personal topics such as leadership develop­
ment , group dynamics  and values clarif ication . 
The correlation coefficient of the personal category topics  was 
highest of all five topical categories . In  this category ,  the nurses ' 
ranks and weights in each of the topics were almost always equivalent . 
TABLE XXXI 
Sill·�ARY OF RANK AND WEIGHT STANDINGS AND DIFFERENCE OF 
EACH PROFESSIONAL TOPIC BY TOTAL POPULATION 
Rank Weight 
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Topic/Category Standing Standing Difference 
Professional 
Effective Documentation 1 2 - 1  
Problem Solving 2 1 +1  
Legal Aspects 3 3 . 5  - . 5  
Strategies for Decision Making 4 8 . 5  -4 . 5  
Implementing Nursing Standards 5 3 . 5  +1 . 5  
Professional Role and 
Responsibili ties 6 5 +1 
Management Strategies and 
Skills 7 8 . 5  - 1 . 5  
Conflict Management 8 6 +2 
Quality Assurance 9 7 +2 
Change Process 10 1 2  -2 
Interdepartmental Relationships 1 1  1 0  +1  
Heal th Care Economics 1 2  1 1  +1  
Trends and Issues in Nursing 1 3  1 3  0 
Politics of  Health Care 1 4  1 4  0 
Three of the nine topics received identical weights and ranks . The 
other six topics were within one rank difference , as presented in 
Table XXXII . 
TABLE XXXII 
SUMMARY OF RANK AND WEIGHT STANDING AND DIFFERENCE OF 
EACH PERSONAL TOPIC BY TOTAL POPULATION 
Rank Height 
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Topic Standing Standing Difference 
Personal 
Time Management 1 2 -1  
Effective Communication 2 1 +1  
Stress Management 3 3 0 
Assertiveness Training 4 4 0 
"Burnout" Prevention 5 5 0 
Interpersonal Relationships 6 7 - 1  
Leadership Development 7 6 + 1  
Group Dynamics 8 8 . 5  + . 5  
Values Clarification 9 8 . 5  - . 5  
Patient/Family Category 
In the patient/ family categor y ,  most of the agreement was in 
selecting topics of least importance . The coefficient of correlation of 
patient/family topics was not significant at the p� . 05 .  (Table IV  p . 43 )  
As noted i n  Table XXXI II , most nur ses ranked patient/family teaching as 
their first choice , followed by crisis intervention , pain theory and 
intervention and di scharge planning . 
TABLE XXXII I  
SUMMARY OF RANK AND WEIGHT STANDING AND D IFFERENCE OF 
EACH PATIENT/FAMILY TOPIC BY TOTAL POPULATION 
Rank Weight 
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Topic Standing Standing Difference 
Pat ient/Family ToEics 
Patient/Fami ly Teaching 1 2 - 1  
Crisis Intervention 2 4 - 2  
Pain Theory and Intervention 3 5 -2 
Discharge Planning 4 l +3 
Grief and Los s  5 7 -2 
Nutritional Support and 
As sessment 6 9 -3 
Care of the Dying Patient 7 6 + l  
Health Promotion 8 3 +5 
Aspects of  Rehabilitation 9 8 +l 
Patient/Family Behavioral 
Problems 1 0  1 0  0 
Family Dynamic s  1 1  1 2  -1 
Mobility and Immobility 12 1 1  +l 
Therapeutic Touch 1 3  1 3  0 
Cul tural/Relig ious Values 
and Health Care 1 4  1 4  0 
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Of least importance were cultural/religious value s ,  therapeutic 
touch , mobility and immobility and family dynamics . There  was little 
agreement among nurses on the ranking of the remaining topics : grief 
and loss , nutr itional support and assessment , care of the dying patient , 
health promotion and aspects of  rehabilitation . 
The nurses applied nearly  the same weight as rank to  eight o f  
the fourteen topics . Discharge planning was assigned the greatest 
weight but was ranked only in fourth place . Care of  the dying patient 
was given more weight ( sixth) than its rank standing ( seventh) . Health 
promotion was placed third in weight , but ranked eighth as a selection 
to  be included in the curriculum of the surgical nurse internship 
program. 
Broad Clinical Category 
Nur ses indicated high agreement in ranking 15 broad clinical 
topics . (Table IV p .  43 ) Fast action topic s ,  emergency care--shock 
and hemorrhage , and care of the critically ill , were top choices . 
Clinical j udgment skills , patient assessment , advanced l ife support and 
fluid and electrolyte balance , also ranked high . Medium rankings were 
given to pharmacology update , respiratory car e ,  nursing diagnosis/care 
plans and total parenteral nutrition . Nurses gave low rankings to  
decubitus care , review of the nursing process , nursing grand round s ,  
oncology update and central venous pressure monitoring . Table XXXIV 
illustrates these preferences .  
TABLE XXXIV 
SUMMARY OF RANK AND WEIGHT STANDING AND DIFFERENCE OF 
EACH BROAD CLINICAL TOPIC BY TOTAL POPULATION 
Rank Weight 
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Topic Standing Standing Difference 
Broad Clinical Topics 
Emergency Care-Shock and 
Hemorrhage 1 1 0 
Care of the Critically Ill 
Patient 2 1 5  - 1 3  
Clinical Judgment 3kills 3 3 0 
Patient J\.ssessmen t by Systems 4 2 + 2 
Advanced Life Support 5 . 5  6 . 5  
Fluid and Electrolyte Balance 5 . 5 5 + . 5  
Pharmacology Update 7 4 + 3 
Nursing Diagnosis/Care Plans 9 7 + 2 
Respiratory Care 8 8 0 
Total Parenteral Nutri tion 10 10 0 
Decubitus Care 1 1  9 + 2 
Review of  the Nursing Process 12  1 2  0 
Nursing Grand Rounds 13  14  - 1 
Oncology Update 14 1 1  + 3 
Central Venous Pressure 
Monitoring 1 5  1 3  + 2 
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All nurses weighted emergency care--shock and hemorrhage as the 
most important broad clinical topic . Of the other fourteen clinical 
topic s ,  eight topics were ranked and weighted the same or within one 
rank difference . Care of the critically  ill patient ranked second as 
a choice but was last when weights were assigned . These results are 
p resented in Table XXXIV . 
Surgical Nursing Category 
Nurses indicated a high level of agreement in ranking surgical 
nursing topics , as noted in Tables IV ( P -43 ) and XXXV . The surgical 
topics with a broad application were ranked highest : pre and post 
operative teaching/care , pathophysiology of specific surgical cond itions , 
rehabilitation of the surgical patient , care of  drainage tubes and coping 
with alterations o f  body image/ lifestyles . Overall , nurses ranked 
specific skills and procedures , tracheostomy care , ostomy care , oral/ 
pharyngeal sunctioning , wound debridement and limb reattachment ,  as less 
important internship topics .  
The nurses ' first two choices i n  ranking surgical nursing topics 
were aJso the highest weighted topics . These were pre and post opera­
tive teaching/care and pathophysiology of specific surgical condit ions . 
All nurses ranked and weighted limb reattachment as their last choic e .  
The other eight surgical nursing topics were given weights equivalen t  
t o  the assigned ranks within one rank placement . 
TABLE XXXV 
SUMMARY RANK AND WEIGHT STANDING AND DIFFERENCE OF 
EACH SURGICAL NURSING TOPIC BY TOTAL POPULATION 
Topic 
Surgical Nursing Topics 
Pre and Post Op 
Teaching/Care 
Pathophysiology of Specific 
Surgical Conditions 
Rehabilitation of  the 
Surgical Patient 
Care of  Drainage Tubes 
Coping with Alterations in  
Body Image/Life Styles 
Tracheostomy Care 
Ostomy Care 
Oral/Pharyngeal Suctioning 
Wound Debridement 
Limb Reattachment 
Rank 
S tanding 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
7 
9 
10 
Weight 
Standing 
1 
2 
3 
9 
4 
5 
8 
6 
7 
1 0  
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Difference 
0 
0 
0 
-5 
+1 
+1 
0 
+1  
+2 
0 
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CHAPTER V 
Sill1MARY , FINDINGS , CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I .  SUMMARY 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of  this study was to determine those topics deemed 
essential curriculum of a surgical nurse internship program . Topics were 
ranked and weighted by five groups of persons associated with nursing . 
Importance of the Study 
Nursing educators and administrators of nursing service have 
joined one another in mutual effort to reduce the frustrations of 
first employment of  new registered nurses . One solution to the dilemma , 
reported in the literature , was to provide a nurse internship that 
focused on smoothing the role trans ition , assisting with the development 
of  complex skills and providing conferences on appropriate topics for 
the novice nurse . As this effort was costly in terms of time and money ,  
it was vitally important that the curriculum o f  the internship program 
be cogent to the developmental needs of the nurse interns . 
II  • FINDINGS 
The following findings are based upon analysis of the data 
collected from the study population . Major findings are presented below . 
Professional Category 
1 .  The concordance coefficient for all nursing groups in ranking 
professional topics was significant at the p� . 05 level . 
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2 .  The nurse groups with the highest agreement b etween groups 
were : a .  the nursing service staff and the associate degree students , 
b .  the baccalaureate students and the associate degree facul t y , and 
c .  the baccalaureate students and nursing service staff .  
3 .  Seven o f  the ten between group concordance coef ficient in the 
professional topic category were signi ficant at p� . 05 .  
4 .  The highest ranked and weighted professional topic was 
effective documentation . 
5 .  The lowest ranked and weighted professional topics were 
trends and issues in nursing and politics of health car e .  
Personal Category 
1 .  The concordance coefficient reflection of the personal topic 
category of all nurse groups were statisticall y  significant at the 
p� • 05 level . 
2 .  Three o f  the ten between group correlation coefficients were 
statistically significant : a .  baccalaureate student nurses and nursing 
service staf f ,  b .  baccalaureate faculty  and associate degree students , 
and c .  associate degree faculty and nursing service staf f . 
3 .  The highest ranked and weighted personal topics were time 
management and effec tive communication . 
4 .  The lowest ranked and weighted personal topics were group 
dynamic s  and values clarification . 
Patient/Family Category 
1 .  A minimally acceptable correlation coefficient of ranks o f  
patient family topics was found among all groups , W = . 54 .  
2 .  The degree of agreement in the patient/famil y  category was 
found to be statistically  significant between the associate degree 
faculty and the nursing service staf f . All other correlation 
coeffic ients between group rank were not significant . 
3 .  Patient/family  teaching and crisis intervention were the 
highest ranked topics . 
4 .  Discharge planning and patient/family teaching received the 
highest weight . 
5 .  Cultural/religious values and health care and therapeutic 
touch were the lowest ranked and weighted topics . 
Broad Clinical Category 
1 .  The concordance coefficient for all nurse groups was 
significant , p� . 05 .  
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2 .  The between group concordance coefficients were significant 
for the following groups : a .  baccalaureate students and their faculty , 
b .  baccalaureate students and associate degree students , 
c .  baccalaureate faculty and associate degree students ,  and 
d .  associate degree faculty and nursing service staf f .  
3 .  Emergency care--shock and hemorrhage was the highest ranked 
and weighted topic . 
4 .  Care of the critically ill  patient was the second highest 
ranked topic , but received the lowest weight . 
5 .  Clinical judg@ent skills was the third highest ranked nnd 
second highest weighted topic . 
6 .  Central venous pressure monitoring was the lowest ranked 
topic and the second lowest weighted topic . 
weight . 
7 .  Oncology update ranked second lowest and received a low 
Surgical Nursing Topics 
1 .  The calculated concordance coefficients were significant at 
p
� . 05 for all nurse groups . 
2 .  The rankings of  the baccalaureate students and nursing 
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service staff were the only groups with a significantly high conc ordance 
coefficient . 
3 .  The highest ranked and weighted topics were pre and post op 
teaching and pathophysiology of  specific surgical conditions . 
4 .  Limb reattachment was the lowest ranked and weighted topic . 
5 .  Wound debridement was the second lowest ranked topic and 
received the fourth lowest weight of the ten topics . 
6 .  Care of drainage tubes received the second lowest weight . 
III . CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of  the analysi s of data and the research findings , 
these are the conclusions : 
1 .  The senior baccalaureate students and their nursing faculty 
agreed strongly in ranking professional and broad clinical topics . 
Their overall agreement in  ranking all categories of topics was very 
strong . 
2 .  The senior associate degree students and their nurs ing 
faculty  did not agree significantly  in ranking any of the topics for a 
surgical nurse internship program . However , their mean agreement of 
rankings was moderately strong . 
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3 .  The senior students of the baccalaureate and associate 
degree programs agreed very strongly in ranking professional and broad 
clinical topics . Their overall agreement in ranking all f ive categories 
of  topics was very strong . 
4 .  The faculties o f  a baccalaureate and an associate degree 
nur sing program agreed strongly in ranking the professional and broad  
clinical topics . The faculties mean ranking indicated a very strong 
agreement . 
5 .  The agreement between the nursing service staff and the other 
four group s ,  in the ranking of topics , occurred in the following degrees : 
a .  baccalaureate students - extremely strong i n  ranking 
professional , personal and surgica l  nursing topics . They had 
a very strong agreement on ranking all topics . 
b .  the associate degree students - extremel y  strong in  
ranking professional topics . Their overall agreement in  ranking 
all topics was very strong . 
c .  baccalaureate faculty - no agreement in ranking any of 
the topical categories . However , their overall mean agreement 
was very strong . 
d .  associate degree faculty  - very strong to extremely 
strong in ranking professional , personal , patient/family and 
broad clinical topics . Their mean agreement was extremely strong . 
6 .  There was moderately strong agreement among all nurses in 
ranking all topics . 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are proposed in view of the findings 
and conclusions of this study : 
1 .  Staff development educators and coordinators of  nurse 
internships may utilize the ranking and weighting of  topics as strong 
rationale in planning their cur riculum for new professional nurses . 
These educators should attend to the differences in choices of the 
associate degree and baccalaureate student nurses and plan the curriculum 
appropriately . 
2 .  Supervisory and staff nurses who work with the novice nurse 
would  find it  helpful to know how students ranked topics . With this 
information they could better orient new nurses to  their role and assist 
them in developing skills and confidence in practice . 
3 .  Nursing faculty and staff development educato rs might wish to 
review together the rank and weights of  the topics . Modification in 
t ime allotments and expansion of the topics might be considered in 
curricul um planning for each educational area . 
4 .  The low ranking o f  some topics wil l  need further investigation . 
One topic , health care economics , received low ranking by all g roups . 
Did this indicate that nurse groups believe new nurses have adequate 
knowledge and skills in their role in cost containment? 
5 .  The ranking and weighting of 68 i tems in five categories on 
the questionnaire was considered by many participants to be a heavy 
assignment . The questionnaire could be revised in this manner : 
a .  Researchers may simplify the process by asking 
participants to select fewer topics to be ranked and weighted . 
b .  Weighting topics was labor ious , difficul t for 
part icipants and provided little information due to  the poor 
response of participants .  The relative weight of a topic could 
be left to the discretion of the coord inator in planning the 
specific program . 
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c. Periodically , staff deve lopment instructors could survey 
the same five groups of nurses with a similar quest ionnaire and 
request "write in" topic s .  The process could be on-going and 
thereby develop an up-to-dat e  c ont inuing education curriculum 
for nurse interns . 
d .  Coordinators of the internship could use the delphi 
technique with nurse groups to determine appropriate topics . 
I� can be noted that the first category of topics , professional. 
had the highest correlation coefficient of rankings by all nurse 
groups . Whereas the last two categor ized topics , broad clinical and 
surgical nursing top ics , had the lowest correlation coefficients of 
rankings . The length of the questionnaire may have been a causat ion 
factor . Since the researcher is most interested in ascertaining the 
appropriate surgical and clinical topics these categories could be 
presented prior to the professional and personal topics . 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE STUDY IN RETROSPECT 
In this research study nurses have been given the opportunity 
to state their wishes for content of  a surgical nurse internship pro­
gram . The positive outcome has stimulated a generous , definite identi­
fication of highly desired topics for curriculum c ontent . 
This study in retrospect provides the researcher with the 
opportunity to describe the content of an ideal surgical nurse internship 
program . The selection of topics and content will combine the utiliza­
tion of the findings of this research , personal experiences in working 
with new registered nurses and the message of the people of the U . S .  to 
health care providers of the 1980 ' s .  This message repeatedly states 
their expectations for the delivery of cost effective , quality health 
care which must be accessible to all persons . This care is provided in 
a highly complex social , cultural and techno logical . environment . 
These trenchant demands for health care are reflected in all areas , 
plans and programs of  the health care system. The impact o f  the message 
can be recognized by nurse coordinators and interns of a surgical nurse 
internship program . 
The content for the program must capture the interest o f  nurse 
interns , stimulate their motivations for continued learning and be 
meaningful and suppor tive in their daily nursing practice . For some 
interns and on some occasions , the surgical nurse internship program may 
provide a necessary review of complex subj ect matter . However , it has 
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been learned through this research and is the researcher ' s  observation 
that the majority of new nurses desire to add more depth to their knowl­
edge and have additional opportunities to practice complex nursing skills 
within a struc tured program . 
The selected content of the ideal surgical nurse internship 
program will include the three highest ranked topics of  each of  the five 
categories with one additional topic , financial management and the 
staff nurse . 
Professional Category 
The topics selected for the professional category are effective 
documentation , problem solving and legal aspects .  In addition , the r e-' 
searcher chose to include financial management and the staff nurse . 
Effective documentation . Nurse interns frequently practice in a 
dynamic patient care environment with multiple and simultaneous predict­
able and unpredictable activities in  progress . These new nurses must 
convert this fast action , their observations and assessments into a 
systematic chronological account on patients ' records , incident reports 
and administrative reports . All documentation must be  complete ,  accurate ,  
timely , professionally and legally acceptable . This is , indeed , a big  
order for an experienced nurse and a colossal demand for a new nurse ! 
Frequently nurse interns have experienced d ifferent systems of  
documentation during their student affiliations and upon employment 
learn to adapt to  the system of their health agency . ·  Coordinators of 
internships could plan the seminar on documentation to include basics 
as well  as the technological advances of computerized information systems . 
The hospital ' s  policies and procedures on charting and reporting are 
basic tools to be included in the seminar . 
The School of Nursing of  the University of  St . Thomas ( 1984 ) 
defined educational objectives on charting which have been modified 
and could be included in the surgical nurse internship program . These 
are the following : 
system . 
system . 
1 .  Explain multiple purposes of the client record . 
2 .  Describe the components o f  the problem-oriented record . 
3 .  Explain how the nurse documents within the problem-oriented 
4 .  Describe the components o f  the source-oriented system.  
5 .  Explain how the nurse documents within the source-oriented 
6. Identify guidelines for the documentation of  pertinent data . 
7 .  Identify the role of computerized information systems . 
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8 .  Explain ways in which the nurses can legally protect themselves 
through good documentation . 
9 .  Explain the purposes of  the incident report . 
10 . Explain how incident reports are completed and routed . 
1 1 .  Identify the role of  administrative reports in the hospital 
system . 
1 2 .  Explain how the nurse completes administrative records . 
The seminar on effective documentation can be integrated with the 
seminar on care of the critically ill so that a systematic process is 
achieved in recording observations and finding s . 
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Problem solving .  A l l  nurse participants of t h i s  research study 
ranked problem solving as highly impor tant for inclusion in  the surgical 
nurse internship prog ram . A s  the researcher values the skills  required 
i n  problem solving , it will be included in the ideal desig n  along with 
the concepts o f  the change proces s .  
Problem solving skills are inherent aspects of the professi onal 
nurse who coordinates the care of several patient s . I n  referring to  
problem solving , Fain ( 198 1 )  stated , "The ability  t o  handle problems 
early  and e f fectively enables one to tackle the expected problems with 
greater v igor and thus the course o f  one ' s  career wil l  proceed i n  a 
smoother fashion . "  
The dynamic hospital environment operating a t  i t s  best presents 
numerous opportunities for problem solving and change at the unit level . 
Change is not a problem itself but is a major problem source and may be 
implemented with a process similar t o  problem solving . Both processes 
are similar to the nursing process whi ch includes assessing , planning 
implementing and evaluating . The goal of the nursing process is to 
prevent o r  solve problems or initiate a change in  the patients ' l i fe . 
Nurse interns can utilize their already fami liar nursing process in 
problem solving and change and develop greater skills  inherent in the 
process . The seminar on problem solving and change will include these 
educational objectives : 
1 .  Analyze the processes : nursing , change and problem solving . 
2 .  Select a problem encountered i n  nursing and apply the pro­
blem solv ing process of defining , implement ing a solution and evaluat ing 
the outcome . 
3 .  List several alternatives to  the solution and identify 
possible outcomes of  each alternative . 
4 .  Identify a change in protocal occurring in the nursing 
service department and apply the change process with its similarities 
to  problem solving . 
5 .  Describe conflict that may arise as a result of  change and 
the alternatives to managing the conflict . 
6 .  Explore various ways t o  deal effectively with conflict at 
the nursing unit level . 
Legal aspects . Legal aspects , which scored a high interest 
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among the nurses , has broad application to the role and responsibili ties 
of the new staff nurse . This topic will be approached comprehensively 
and with specific application to surgical nursing . The educational 
objectives of the graduate program developed by the School of Nursing 
of the University of  Massachusetts ( 1985 ) could be utilized as a base 
for the seminar on legal aspects . Modification of these educational 
objectives for the surgical nurse internship problem are the following : 
1 .  Analyze the state nurse practice act in terms of  the changing 
scope of nursing practice and the rights and responsibilities of  nurses . 
2 .  Examine the nature of nursing ' s  social contract with the 
public and its continued relevance for modern professional nursing 
practice specifically applied to the surgical nursing prac t ice . 
3 .  Evaluate the c linical practice of  surgical nursing from the 
s tandpoint of legal accountability . 
4 .  Examine the concepts of  negligence and malpractice a s  a pplied 
to  health care providers and specificall y  the nurse and the role of  the 
courts in settling disputes . 
5 .  Identify patients rights as defined b y  law and the 
corresponding duties of the surgical nurse . 
6 .  Identify the types of e thical dilemmas confronting surgical 
nurses , and develop a systematic framework for ethical decision making . 
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7 .  Analyze t he legislative process and demonstrate how it can be  
effectively utilized by  surgical nurses to create positive change aimed 
at the improvement of patient  care services and for the advancement of 
p rofessional nursing practice . 
8 .  Develop an unders tanding of the methods used b y  regulatory 
agencies to  promulgate regulations and identify appropriate points in 
the process where nurses could provide input into their development . 
9 .  Differentiate the meaning of numerous surgical consent forms 
and other patient consent forms utilized in the surgical patient care 
unit s .  
Financial management and the staff nurse .  Chances  are the nurse 
interns ' financial management concerns have been personal and focused on 
making it through school , semester by  semester . The position of 
registered nurse may be  the first full time , better salaried position 
they have ever enj oyed . The feeling of overnight "personal wealth and 
financial security" may be enhanced in the hospital ' s  "land of plenty" 
as the new nurses simply order the available patient supplies and 
expensive equipment . New nurses see the staffing schedule as a great 
plan when there is a bountiful assignment of registered nurses . The 
nation ' s  dilemma of health care costs may not have totally reached the 
enthusiastic nurse interns who are energetically providing quality , total 
patient car e .  
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Staff nurses generally have little or no involv emen t  in preparing 
a hospital budget , but they ha ve much involvement in the expenditure o f  
i t . They possess varying degrees of cost consciousness a n d  knowledge o f  
hospital f inancial management . The nurse internship program is  an 
appropriate opportunity to tea ch the enthusiastic nurses o f  the cost 
containment s trategies and enlist their involvement and c r eativity  in 
future hospital plan s . 
The educational objectives for the seminar may include the 
following : 
1 .  Define financial terms used i n  hospi tal o pe rat ion s . 
2 .  Describe the nation ' s  financial dilemma o f  health care 
during the 1980 1 s • .  
3 .  Identi f y  cost containment strategies promoted b y  the 
American Hospital Associat ion , Federal governQen t  and the local 
management groups . 
4 .  Name methods to  develop cost consciousness among staff of 
the hospital . 
5 .  Prepare a cost report o f  nurse staffing utilizing an 
alternative mix of registered nurse s , licensed practical nurses and 
nursing assistants . 
6 .  Describe a pat ient c lassification system related to 
cost of human and material resources . 
7 .  Identify  the financial aspects o f  human resource management : 
salary ,  fringe benefits , absenteeism , turnover, recrui tment , staff 
development , parking and cafeterias . 
8 .  Describe nursing policy and standar ds that impact upon cost 
o f  delivering patient car e .  
9 .  Plan productivity improvement  for your unit personnel . 
1 0 .  Identify cost effective u s e  o f  equipment and materials .  
1 1 .  Justify the cost of maintaining inventory levels of l inens , 
medical supplies , pharmaceuticals and equipment . 
1 2 .  Describe cost effective nursing strategies to  dec rease the 
length of patient hospitalization . 
Personal Category 
The ideal nurse internship program includes the personal topics 
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of time management , effecti ve communication and stress management .  Nurses 
who have mastered the skills  of these functions can be happier and 
successful in both their personal and professional live s .  
Time management . I n  this day of fast action and cost containment 
in the health care industry , it is  reasonable to  include time management  
in  the surgical nurse internship program . Time is money � 
Time management requires that a nurse have a deep understanding 
of the b road picture of the nursing process and the impact of the 
environmental factors .  Also nurses need to know what is exp ected of 
them b y  their employers .  
The seminar on time management might have these o bjectives : 
1 .  Identify the purposes of time management .  
2 .  Explain the categories of work that nurses must consider in 
daily t ime planning . 
3 .  Identify common time-wasters which could apply to nursing . 
4 .  State the steps the nurse managers follow t o  maximize use 
of their time . 
5 .  Distinguish between efficiency and effectiveness in daily 
nursing activities . 
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6 .  State goals and time frames for important accomplishments . 
Effective communication . Nurses indicated a strong agreement of  
the importance of effective communication . Perhaps these nurses j oin 
the many new professionals who desire to qualify their services by 
qualifying their communication skills . As communication is an integral 
part of our lives , effective communication skills of the new nurses 
may be crucial to their professional and personal success in the years 
to come . In the complex health care system the harsh ineffective 
communication of some persons can dehumanize providers of care as well  
as  the clients . Nurses must be  skilled to respond effectively .  
Communication of registered nurses tends to be from person to 
person so the coordinators of surgical nurse internship programs can 
approach this topic from the interpersonal aspect s .  Content might 
concentrate on theory and practice of verbal communication . Interns 
could reflect on the characteristics of language that make communication 
difficult such as the difference in meaning of words to different people . 
Nurse interns might be alerted to the reflection of  personality  and 
culture on their communications . As speaking , listening and receiving 
feedback are vital to understanding one another , new nur ses could 
participate in communication skill-directed sessions . 
By virtue of their clinical pract ice as students ,  nurse interns 
have been involved in multidisciplinary health professional groups . Now 
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as a professional their involvement requires an ability to communicate 
effectively with problem solving and decision making groups . Coordinators 
of surgical  nurse internship programs could coach interns during simulated 
seminars as well as be present to individual interns to plan their 
therapeutic group sessions . 
The professional nurse who i s  skillfully persuasive in public 
speaking may open new avenues of  success for her profession as well as 
herself . The activities of nurse interns could be directed toward 
opportunities for presentations in various health care asp�cts . 
We communicate whether or not we intend to do so . Nurse interns 
may review the characteri stics of  nonverbal communication . There are 
important messages transmitted through facial expression , posture , body 
movement , tone and appearance . The nurse interns who may be anxious 
and concerned may be helped to be aware of  their messages via their image .  
The seminar on effective communication could include these 
educational objec t ives : 
1 .  Describe a positive nurse-patient relationship which can be 
facilitated b y  communication ski lls . 
2 .  Describe the respect a nurse must have for the patient as 
a person . 
3 .  Identify effective communication techniques utilized with 
patients ,  staff and peers . 
4 .  List the intervention utilized to reduce anxiety , enhance 
coping and adaptation . 
5 .  Identify positive and negative nonverbal messages which 
are frequently transmitted b y  nurses . 
6 .  Identify the positive and negative characteristics o f  oral 
presentations . 
Stress management . Stress management is a topic with both 
personal and professional application . It  is particularly  appropriate 
for the nurse employed in a hospital as the acute care environment is  
alive with demands and events . Also new nurses frequently realize 
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the broad and serious responsibility o f  the nursing profession which 
impacts deeply upon new conscientious nurses . As a result the nurses 
may experience anxiety which may cause them to leave their employment . 
In  the ideal design of  a surg ical nurse internship program , the 
participants will have opportunities to : 
1 .  Examine the concepts of anxiety , stress , coping and adaptation . 
2 .  Understand the sources of  anxiety and stress in a hospital 
upon an inqividual . 
3 .  Identify their anxiety and stress and their  behavioral responses . 
4 .  Identify the individual and group behavioral responses to 
anxiety and stress . 
5 .  Describe measures to prevent and controls stress in themselves 
and their peer s . 
6 .  Name coping and adaptation measures to  develop in their 
personal and professional lives . 
Patient/Family Category 
In the more recent years providers of health care have concentrated 
more on the patient/family  approach to care giving . This approach is  
certainly with meri t  at  the same time it  adds to the complexity of  
planning , implementing and evaluating nursing care . 
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The findings of this research study to determine content of a 
surgical nurse internship program , indicated low agreement of  patient/ 
famil y  topics . However ,  three highly ranked topics of the patient/ 
family category wil l  be  included in my ideal program . These topics are 
patient/family teaching , crisis intervention and pain theory . 
Patient/family teaching . The seminar on patient/family teaching 
includes some of the concepts of the curricula of the Schools of Nursing 
of the Universities of S t . Thomas ( 1984) and Massachusetts ( 1985 ) . 
Nurses attending the seminar in patient/family teaching will have 
the opportunity to : 
1 .  Formulate a philosophy of nursing which describes nursing ' s  
teaching responsibility to patients and families . 
2 .  State the need for teaching which may be based upon direct 
or indirect responses or the patient ' s  diagnosis . 
3 .  Assess learning needs of the patient and family , based upon 
the following : 
a .  motivations which may include health , cultural or 
religious beliefs . 
b .  physiopsychosocial development that may affect the 
teaching conten t .  
c .  patient/family  knowledge level related t o  the subject . 
4 .  Design appropriate educational experiences based upon 
identified learning needs under the domains of cognitive , psychomotor 
and affective . 
5 .  Demonstrate the instructional plan with the use o f  audio or 
visual aids and predict expected outcome . 
6 .  State measurement cri teria for evaluation of teaching plans . 
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Crisis intervention . Surgical nursing in an acute care hos pital 
tend s to be associated with patients and famil ies in crisis . Since 
nurses are immediately accessible to patients and families , they are in 
a position to assume a leadership role in crisis intervent ion . 
Successful crisis intervent ion requires broad knowledge and skil ls of 
nurse practi t ioners . It  is based on the nursing process , inc orporates 
the concepts of the behavioral sciences and the artful utilization of 
the therapeutic self . Mastery of cri sis intervent ion is achieved with 
experience , conscious effort and reflection . Nurses may or may not 
ever recognize their effectiveness in crisis intervention . It may be 
left to  their patient and their famil ies who may eventually adapt and 
express their recognition of  the positive support provi ded by the nur ses . 
Surgical nurse interns have the basic knowledge and beginning 
skills to provide crisis intervention to pat ients and families . The 
nur ses ' confidence will be enhanced and their effectiveness become reality 
with addi tional discussion and practice of crisis interventio n .  
Coordinators o f  surgical nurse in ternship programs may plan these 
educationa l  o bjectives on crisis intervention : 
1 .  Describe crisis in an appropriate conceptual a pproach to 
fami ly-centered nursing . 
2 .  Examine the components of the nur sing process which can be 
applied t o  a crisis situation of a patient or family in returning to a 
state of equilibr ium . 
3 .  Describe nursing inter vention of famil y  therapy which can 
facilitate their communicat ion , dec i sion making ability and understand ing 
of one another to tolerate or resolve their conflicts . 
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4 .  Explain how the concept o f  crisis intervention can be 
utilized on all levels of prevention : primary ,  secondary and tertiar y . 
5 .  Identify various types of  patient or family  crisis of which  
surgical nurses become involved . 
6 .  Plan realistic and therapeutic interventions that are 
applicable to various patient or famil y  crisis involving surgical 
patients .  
Pain theory . Nurses have the responsibility to assist patients 
who are experiencing pain . Vigilant nurses must observe patients in a 
wide variety of  activities and select the appropr iate relief measures 
for them . Surgical nurses of  an acute care hospital are probably called 
upon more often than other nursing areas to minister pal liative measures 
to patients . 
Early in their profession , nurses realize that pain medication 
alone does not answer the calls for analgesics of many patients . 
Surgical nurse interns will be helped considerably to attend a seminar 
on pain theory with the following educational objectives : 
1 .  Examine your personal beliefs o f  pain and patients ' complaints 
of pain . 
2 .  Describe various classifications of pain . 
3 .  Describe physician and nurse ' s  approaches to the patient 
with pain . 
4 .  Identify health providers ' opinions that inhibit assessment 
of the patient with pain . 
5 .  Describe how people contend with pain . 
6 .  Describe specific theories o f  pain relief measures . 
7 .  Name the guidelines for using and individualizing pain 
relief measures . 
8 .  Describe a desirable nurse-patient relationship with 
patients in pain . 
9 .  Examine the potency , effects and untoward effects of 
analgesic s ,  tranquilizers and potentiators .  
10. State guidelines for uti lizing noninvasive pain relief 
measures . 
1 1 . Describe the general pain assessment tool and application 
to patient type . 
1 2 . Describe the McGill Assessment Tool and application to  
patient type . 
Emergency care--shock and hemorrhage . Nurse interns realize 
that surgical patients are vulnerable to shock or hemorrhage and may 
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be coded at any hour of the day or night . Shock may be  due to numerous 
pathophysiological conditions . The problems of  shock due to cardiac 
arrest by  hemorrhage will be included in the seminars and practice . 
Concepts of the program of the University of Texas ( 1982 ) were used . 
While the incidence of  cardiac arrest occurring on the pre and 
post operative units is actually very  low , the entire health team 
periodically practices the implementation of emergency measures , 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation . This coordinated p ractice may account 
for the successful interventions when the actual emergencies arise with  
the surgical patient . 
The surgical nurse internship program will include "mock code" 
practice which s timulates a degree of stress on the participants to 
perform quickly and accuratel y . The critique following the sessions 
provides participants opportunities to modify their response and 
examine the emergency equipment and medications . The educational 
objectives for the seminar on cardiopulmonary resusitation are : 
1 .  State the maj or causes of cardiac arrest . 
2 .  Describe the pathophysiology underlying the prob lem of  
cardiac arrest . 
3 .  Identify the behavior and appearance of a patient going 
into cardiac arrest . 
4 .  Def ine the emergency of cardio pulmonary resusitation . 
5 .  Demonstrate the sequence of 
a .  one rescuer 
b .  two rescuers 
6 .  Describe the immediate "after shock" care given t o  the 
patients . 
7 .  Describe the appropriate nursing management in working with 
family  or significant others of patients in shock . 
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The educational objectives for care of patients with hypovolemic ·. 
shock are based upon the plan of Langfitt ( 1 984 ) . They are the following : 
1 .  Define hemostasi s .  
2 .  Identify normal factors causing vasoconstriction . 
3 .  Explain the process of platelet aggregation . 
4 .  Name five acquired defects in hemostatic disorders of blood 
vessels . 
5 .  List at least two congenital defects in hemostatic disorders 
of blood vessels . 
shock . 
shock . 
6 .  Define thrombocytosis and its significance . 
7 .  Define thrombocytopenia and its significanc e .  
8 .  Define hypovolemic shock . 
9 .  List at least five common etiologies of  hypovolemic shock . 
10 . Explain the pathophysiology of  hypovolemic shock . 
11 . Describe the presenting signs and symptoms of  hypovolemic 
12 . Formulate several nursing interventions for hypovolemic 
13 . Name eight complications of  hypovolemic shock . 
Pathophysiology of specific surgical c onditions , � linical 
judgment skills and care of  the c ri tically i ll .  The real world of 
nursing presents patients with multiple diagno ses of  varying and 
changing degrees of illness . The new practitioner must mee t  this 
challenge with accuracy and speed , and retrieve from memor y  the 
knowledge and skills  applicable to the patient ' s  vague or specific 
signs or symptoms . The professional nurse is responsible to per­
form assessment skills , early identification of  new difficulties 
and respond to treatment modalities . By law the nurse must per­
form these functions competentl y  and responsibl y . 
The ideal nurse internship program will provide t ime , and guided 
practice for the nurse interns to continue to develop these complex 
skills . Three high ranked topics , clinical judgment skills , pathophy­
siology of  specific surgical conditions and care of  the critically 
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ill  have a logical learning sequence .  The seminars for  these topics 
will integrate the conten t and clinical prac tice sessions will fol low . 
Initially the nurse interns will review and p ractice assessment ski lls . 
These educational objectives are appropriate for the seminar on 
assessment : 
l .  Name four skills used in assessment .  
2 .  Identify four signs one checks by inspection . 
3 .  Demonstrate and descr ibe three types of  palpation . 
4 .  Describe rebound tenderness . 
5 .  Describe the purposes of percussion . 
6 .  Demonstrate the percussion procedure including positioning 
of the plexor and pleximeter . 
7 .  Identify five sounds produced by percussion . 
8 .  Describe auscultation and its  appl ication to body organs . 
9 .  Name several extraneous factors which distort auscultation . 
The next sequence of clinical seminars focuses on pathophysiology 
of  specific surgical cond itions . Broad educational objectives have been 
developed which can be appl ied to any specific surgical condi t ionv 
The educat ional objectives formulated by  the nur sing faculty  o f  School 
of Nursing of  the University of  Mas sachusetts ( 1985 ) are applicable to 
the seminar : 
l .  Discuss normal physiologic mechanisms which maintain dynamic 
equilibrium in the human body ' s  relationship with the environment . 
2 .  Descr ibe selec ted concepts o f  disordered phy siology which 
lead to disease and discomfort in the adult human . 
3 .  Explain the concepts of positive and negative feedback 
as related to human functioning . 
4 .  Relate disordered physiology to events occurring in the 
person ' s  social and physical environment when appropriate . 
5 .  Describe the impact o f  disordered physiology o n  the 
individual and family . 
6 .  Describe the psychological and social mechanisms dev-
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eloped by individuals to deal with the impact of disordered physiology . 
7 .  Discuss the importance of clear communication among 
health professional s  and their clients in situations inYolving 
physiology . 
8 .  Relate action o f  selected drugs to disordered physiolog y . 
9 .  Develop clinical inferences on nursing diagnosis  based 
on knowledge of d isordered functioning in the human . 
Coordinators of surgical nurse internship programs may apply 
the educational  objectives of  pathophysiology to  specific surgical 
conditions such as , renal , cardiovascular or gastrointestinal . 
The seminar focuses on nursing interventions for the patient and 
family . These interventions require nursing judgment , thus the 
development of these skills are integrated into the plan . 
Care of the critically ill  patient may be integrated in 
the clinical seminars .  Nursing care of these patients requires 
a high level of nursing assessment and judgment based upon know­
ledge . These assessment skills have been identified by  Roberts 
( 1976)  and are appropriate for surgical nurse internship programs : 
1 .  Describe behavioral assessment of the patient by  noting : 
conscious level , consistency of behavior , control of  movement and 
characteristics of the patient ' s  background . 
2 .  Observe and record the emotional assessment o f  the pat ient 
by identifying any feelings o f  lonliness , helplessness ,  hopelessness , 
anger , anxiety , alteration in body-image or depersonalization . 
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3.  Note the environmental assessment affecting the pat ient in 
terms of  stimulus from the environment , space and territoriality , 
sensory overload ( environmental ) sensory deprivation and sleep depriva­
tion . 
4 .  Describe the physiological assessment o f  the patient by 
observing the sclera color and cond it ion of pupils , skin color , 
temperature ,  arterial and venous blood pressure and sounds of  the chest , 
heart and bowel . 
5 .  Determine the status of the three major systems : pulmonary ,  
cardiac and renal by noting the funct ions of rate , rhythm and regularity . 
6 .  Develop a systematic plan for observing and assessing the 
pat ient who manifests many problems simultaneously . 
7 .  Demonstrate timely , accurate and comprehensive documentation 
of  patient status . 
8 .  Identify appropriate nursing interventions relative to  
patient status and prepare a nursing care plan . 
Pre and post operative teaching and care . The surgical nurse 
interns have generally had good student exposure to basic surgical 
nursing . However , the many different types of surgery and the 
complexity  of equipment used for surgical patients ,  pose a threat to 
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the new nurse . The seminars on pre and post operative care and 
teaching should convert this maze of equipment and nursing intervention 
into an understanding and systematic approach to providing nursing care 
to patients with various surgical problems . 
These educat ional objectives may be used for seminars and 
prac t ice sessions : 
1 .  Describe the purpose of pre operative teaching and care . 
2 .  Name physical o r  emotional conditions that pose an added 
threat to the surgical patient . 
3 .  Describe physical or emotional conditions that may cause 
postponement or cancellation of surgery .  
4 .  Identify  pre operative nursing responsibilities . 
5 .  Prepare a pre o perative teaching plan . 
6 .  List the items included on a pre operative check list . 
7 .  Identify the required nursing observations and interventions 
of the post operative patient . 
8 .  Demonstrate the initiation , maintenance and discontinuation 
of intrav�=mons therapy , oxygen therapy , oral , gastric and pulmonary  
suction . 
9 .  Describe the purpose o f  earl y  ambulation . 
1 0 .  Name several nursing interventions f o r  post operative 
compl ications . 
1 1 .  Demonstrate three different t ypes of  dressing application 
procedures . 
1 2 .  Describe the purpose and maintenance of four drainage tubes . 
1 3 .  Prepare the c ontent o f  a di scharge plan for a surgical patient . 
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Rehabilitation . Surgical nurse interns have opportunities to  
provide rehabilitative nursing care for  patients with diverse health 
problems . Modern medical technologies have implemented aggressive 
remedies for these health problems . These varied applications may 
include l imb reattachments ,  major  revision procedures of head and neck 
as well  as the more common orthopedic , cardiovascular , gastrointestinal 
or neurological surgery requiring rehabilitative measures . 
Nurse interns as well as their  patients may experience a series 
of emotional reactions in viewing the outcomes of radical surgery . 
Coordinators of surgical nurse internship programs can guide the new 
nurses in help ing patients deal with newly acquired disabilities . 
The description of rehabilitation nursing care of  Brunner and 
Suddarth ( 1 984) and Hall and Weaver ( 19 74 )  served as a reference in 
identifying seminar c ontent . The following educational objectives 
may be utilized : 
1 .  Describe an interdiscipl inary approach to rehabilitation . 
2 .  Contrast the major rehabilitation theories and their  influence 
on nursing practice . 
3 .  Identify the emotional response of patients who are 
experiencing a newly acquired disability and/or image change . 
4 .  Formulate a nursing care plan for a patient and family who 
have the potential for development of deformities and compl ications 
related to  immobility . 
5 .  Describe the pathophysiology and sociological states which 
occur with a prolonged illness and disability and determine appropr iate 
nursing intervention and management strategies . 
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6 .  Identif y  the significance o f  continuity o f  care from the 
hospital to the home or extended care for pat ients requiring rehabilita­
tion assistance . 
7 .  Describe current legislature relative to reha bilitation 
services . 
8 .  Rev iew the rehabilitative service available to persons in 
the immediate community . 
Summary 
The content of the ideal surgical nurse internship program 
provides a broad approach to c linical practice and continued educa­
tion for interns in an ever changing health care world . Interns with 
their indi vidual needs and aspirations , knowledge and skills  are 
accepted into the new profession . Their development continues . 
The c ycle continues . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS 
AND INSTRUMENT 
The L'niversity of Texas Medical Branch at  Galveston 
Medical School 
G1Gduat1 School of Biomedkal. Sciilnc11 
School of AUiMI Hlal.th Sci•nc" 
School of NIU'Iiq -
Dea r P a rt i c i pa n t , 
MoriM Biomedical. /n.titute 
Inetitute for th• Medical HumGIIitifa 
UTMB Hoapit11J, at Golu11ton 
I n  o rde r fo r n urse- i n ternsh i p  p rograms to be e ffect i ve ,  
v i ab l e  and con t r i b ute t o  p ro fes s i ona l  g rowth , the s e l ec t i on o f  
conten t and expe r i ence i s  o f  v i t a l  con ce rn . Otherw i se ,  s uch p ro­
g rams may be pe rce i ved as extens i ons o f  the s t uden t ro l e  at bes t ,  
o r  remed i a l p rograms for new g radua tes a t  wo rs t .  You r coope ra t i on 
i s  so l i c i te d  i n  cont r i b ut i ng to the deve lopment of cu r r i cu l um 
conten t for n u rs e  i n te rns h i p  p rog rams i n  gene ra l ,  and p rog rams i n  
t h e  s u rg i ca l  n urs i ng a rea , i n  pa r t i cu l a r .  
Th e top i cs l i s te d  be l ow have been i den t i f i e d  i n  t h e  l i te ra t u re 
as a p p rop r i ate for wo rks hops , s em i n a rs a n d  s uch p rog rams . 
You a re asked to rank i n  t h e  o r de r of i mpo rtance those top i cs 
wh i ch y o u  th i nk a re mos t i mpo rtant d ur i ng the c r uc i a l  per i o d i n  t h e  
y e a r fo l l ow i ng g ra d ua t i on .  A l s o ,  y o u  a re asked t o  ass i gn a pe r­
cen tage we i g h t  to the top i cs y o u  h ave ranked as i mpor t a n t .  P l e ase 
w r i te t h e  mos t a p p ro p ri a te numbe r a d j acen t to the top i c  l i s te d .  
( # I  be i ng mos t i mpo r ta n t) . 
P l ease do n o t  w r i t e  your name on the q ues t i onna i re or enve l ope . 
The ques t i on n a i re w i l l  rema i n  a nonymous and a code n umb e r  appe a r s  
o n  the enve l o pe wh i ch es tab l i shes t h e  ca tegory o f  you r g roup , e . g .  
s t uden t ,  facu l ty ,  n u rs i ng s e r v i ce .  
Upon comp l et i on o f  the q ues t i onna i re p l ace i t  i n  a n  enve l ope 
and put i t  i n  the s l o t ted box . 
Ret u rn of the q ues t i on n a i re i mp l i es y o u r  consen t to pa r t i c i pa te .  
Your con t r i b u t i on to th i s  s t udy i s  h i gh l y va l ue d .  
S i n ce re l y , 
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D i rector of Surg i ca l  N urs i ng 
QUEST I ONNA I RE 
The s e l ect i on of a p p ro p r i a te con te n t  a n d  e xpe r i en ce fo r the 
n u rse i n te rn s h i p  i s  v i t a l t o  t he s u cces s o f  t h e p rog ram . You a re 
req ues t e d  to do the fa l l ow i n g : 
l .  Ra n k  i n  the o rde r of i mpo rta n ce those t o p i cs w h i ch you 
t h i n k a re mo s t i mp o rt ant d u r i n g the c r u c i a l  pe r i od i n  the yea r 
fo l l ow i n g g ra d uat i on .  ( # 1  i s  the h i g h es t i mp o r ta n ce ,  e t c . ) 
2 .  You may om i t  top i cs you be l i e ve un i mpo r t a n t . 
3 .  A p p l y  a pe rcen tage o f  we i gh t  to each top i c ranke d .  E a ch 
g roup h as a to ta l of one h und re d  pe r cen t .  
Fo r examp l e :  
1 .  I n fect i on Con t ro l  
2 .  Ca r d i o- pu l mon a ry Res u s c i t a t i on 
3 .  S a fe ty 
4 . Asept i c  Te ch n i q ue 
5 .  Me d i cat i on Adm i n i s t rat i on 
P ro fe s s  i an a 1 
1 .  Con f l i ct Ma n ag eme n t  
2 .  P rob l em So l v i n g 
3 .  Ch a n ge P roce s s  
4 . Leg a l As pects 
5. Qua l i ty As s u ra n ce 
6 .  Trends & I s s ues i n  N ur s i n g 
]. Hea l t h Ca re Eco nom i cs 
8 .  Po l i t i cs o f  Hea l t h Ca re 
9 .  St rateg i es fo r Dec i s i on Mak i n g 
1 0 .  P rofes s i on a l Ro l e  & Re l a t i on s h i ps 
1 1 .  Mana geme n t  S t ra te g i es & Sk i l l s 
1 2 . I n t e rdepa rtmen t a l Re l a t i o n s h i ps 
1 3 . I mp l emen t i n g N u rs i n g S ta n da rds 
1 4 . E f fect i ve Docume n t a t i on 
Pe rs ona I 
1 .  T i me Management 
2. St re s s  Manageme n t  
3 .  As s e r t i ven e s s  T ra i n i n g 
4 . Le a de rs h i p  De ve lopme n t  
5 .  E f fect i ve Commun i ca t i on 
6 .  "B u rn o u e 1  P reve n t i on 
7 .  I n te r pe r sona l Re l a t i on s h i ps 
8 .  G ro u p  Dy n am i cs 
9 .  V a l ues C l a r i f i cat i on 
Rank We i gh t  
3 
1 
2 
4 
5 
Ra nk 
20 
30 
2 5  
1 5  
1 0  
1 00% 
We i gh t  
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Pat i e n t / Fam i ly 
I .  C r i s i s  I n te rven t i on 
2 .  P a i n  Theo ry & I n te rven t i on 
3 .  G r i e f  a n d  Los s  
4 .  The rapeut i c  Touch 
5. Fam i  ly Dyn am i cs 
6 .  P a t i e n t/Fami l y  Tea ch i n g 
]. D i s ch a rge P l a nn i n g 
8. As pects o f  Reh a b i l i ta t i on 
9 .  Mob i l i ty a n d  I mmob i l i ty 
1 0 .  Cu l t u ra l / Re l i g i o us Va l ues & 
Hea l th Ca re 
1 1 . Hea l th P romot i on 
1 2 .  N ut r i t i ona l As s e s s me n t  & S upport 
1 3 . P a t i e n t/Fam i l y  Beh a v i o ra l P rob l ems 
1 4 . Ca re o f  t h e  Dy i n g P a t i en t  
B roa d C l i n i ca l  Top i cs 
1 . Due ub i t us Ca re 
2 .  O n co l ogy Update 
3 .  Tot a l Pa re n t e ra l N ut r i t i on 
4 .  F l u i d & E l ec t ro l y t e  Ba l a n ce 
5 .  Pha nna co l ogy U p date 
6 .  Advanced L i fe S upport 
7.  E rne  rgency Ca re - Shock & Hemo r rhage 
8. Ca re of t h e  C r i t i ca l l y  1 1  I Pa t i en t  
9 .  N u rs i n g G ra n d  Ro unds 
1 0 .  Cen t ra l  Venous P res s u re Mon i to r i n g 
1 1  . Res p i ra to ry Ca re 
1 2 . N u rs i n g D i ag nos i s /Ca re P l an s  
1 3 . C l i n i ca l  J udgme n t  Sk i l l s 
1 4 . Rev i ew o f  t h e  N u rs i ng P roce s s  
1 5 .  Pat i en t  As ses sment  by S y s tems 
S u rg i ca l  N u rs i ng Top i cs 
1 .  P re an d Pos t Op Teach i n g/ Ca re 
2 .  Ca re o f  D r a i nage T ubes 
3. O s t omy C a re 
4 . T r a cheos t omy Ca re 
5. O ra l / Ph a ry ngea l S uct i on i ng 
6 .  Wo und Deb r i deme n t  
] .  P a thophys i o l ogy o f  Spec i f i c 
S u rg i ca l  Con d i t i on s  
8.  Reh a b i l i t a t i on o f  t h e  S u rg i ca l  
Pat i en t  
9 .  Cop i ng w i th A l t e ra t i on s  i n  Body 
I mage/ L i fe s ty l e s 
1 0 .  L i mb Re- a t ta chme n t  
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Ra nk We i gh t  
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P l e ase comp l e te th i s  po rt i on o f  the q ue s t i on n a i re . Th i s  demog ra ph i c  
i n forma t i on may as s i s t the i n ves t i ga to r  i n  i n te rp re t a t i on o f  res u l t s a n d  
p rov i de g re a te r s pe c i f i c i ty .  
Age 
Sex 
G radua t i o n f rom : Bacca l a u rea te p rog ram 
I f  app ro p r i a te : 
As s oc i a te deg ree p ro g ram ----------------­
D i p l oma p rog ram 
E n ro l l ed i n  prog ram Comp l e t e d  P rog ram 
Mas te rs i n  N u rs i n g  
Othe r Mas te rs ,  p l eas e s pe c i fy :  
I f a p p  rop r i a te : 
E d .  D .  
Ph . D .  
L e n g t h  o f  t i me i n  n u rs i ng--------------- yea rs 
Ty pe o f  pos i t i on ( s )  
---------------------------------------------
Le ngth  o f  t i me on fa cu l ty y e a rs 
Ty pe o f  teach i n g as s i gnme n t ( s )  
--------------------------------------
I f  a p p rop r i a te :  
P l an to wo rk a t  U . T . M . B . ?  Yes  No 
---- -------
P l a n to wo rk i n  s u rg i ca l  n u rs i n g a re a ?  Yes 
----------
No 
---------
APPENDIX B 
REQUESTS FOR APPROVAL 
AND RESPONSES 
The L" niversity of Texas \tedical Branch ar Galvesron 
,\IIKlU:t�l School 
GrvdWGte School of Siomlldiclll Scie�tc•• 
School of AWIKl H•altlt &:ia11c•• 
lllarillft Biomlldical !llttituta 
l���ttituta for tit• .VIIdicll  Hum1111iti11 
UTMB HospitaU. at Gclw•to11 
Scltool of Nui'Will6 
Ap r i  1 1 7 , 1 984 
MEMORANDUM TO : .,Jfe rnon E .  Thompson , E xecut i ve V i ce P res i dent 
for Admi n i s t rat i on & B us i nes s  A f f a i rs 
A l v i n  L. LeB l an c ,  M . D . , V i ce P re s i dent 
for Un i ve rs i ty Hos p i ta l s  
Pa t r i c i a  Kuykenda l l ,  R . N . , M . S . N . , Exe c .  D i rector 
o f  S u rg i ca l  Ope r a t i ng and Acu t e  Ca re Suppo rt Se rvi ces 
S t ephan i e  Wor t he n ,  R . N . , M . S . N . , D i rec t o r 
of Res ea rch/Eva l ua t i on N u rs i ng S e rv i ces 
FROM : Rosema ry F r i ts ch ,  R . N . , M . A. 
D i recto r of S u rg i ca l  N u rs i ng 
RE : RESEARCH STUDY TO FULF I LL REQU I REMENTS FOR MY 
DOCTORAL D I S S E RTAT I ON 
I w i s h  to reques t yo u r  a p prova l t o  con duct a res ea rch s t udy i n  p a r t i a l  f u l ·  
f i l l men t  o f  my doc to ra l  deg ree f rom t h e  Un i ve rs i ty o f  Tennessee . 
The top i c  o f  th i s  s tudy i s  " De te rmi n a t i on of Con ten t of a S u rg i ca l  Nurse 
I n t e rn s h i p" .  As the at tached abs t ract s t ates , I w i s h to co l l e c t  da t a  f rom 
Un i ve rs i ty o f  Texas Med i ca l  B ra n ch S choo l o f  N u rs i ng an d Ga l ves ton Co l l ege 
g ra d ua t i ng n u rs i ng s t udents , the i r  facu l ty and se l e c t ed n urs i n g s e rv i ce s ta f f .  
When I began t h i s  s t udy i n  1 98 1 , the n u rs e  i n te rnsh i p / res i dency p rog rams we re 
fu l l y s up po rted by hos p i t a l adm i n i s t ra t i on a n d  n u rs i n g s e rv i c e .  Recen t l y  
t h e re has been a mod i f i ca t i on i n  conce pt and i mp l emen ta t i on o f  the i n te rnsh i p  
p rog ram. Howeve r ,  I fee l con f i den t t h a t  I can con d u c t  th i s  res ea rch p ro• 
fes s i ona l l y  and exp l a i n  the chan ges to the i nvo l ved s ub j e c t s . 
The f i n d i ngs o f  th i s  resea rch may be use fu l  to fac u l ty a n d  n u rs i ng s e rv i ce 
and ap p l i cab l e  to the i r  exi s t i ng ,  a p p roved p rog rams . 
You r  cons i de ra t i on i s  s i nce re l y  app rec i a ted as any s ub s t i t u t i on of p a r t i e ! ·  
pan ts wou l d  be ext reme l y  expens i ve i n  t i me a n d  money and se rve no use f u l 
p u rpos e .  
RF/aj 
At tachme n t  
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The L" niversity of Texas Medical Branch ar Galveston 
M.GU:IIl School 
Grad1111t• School of Biom.GU:IIl ScNIICIIt 
School of Allilrd HNlth ScNru:a 
Mtuill• Biom.Gi«<l lllttitut• 
/tUtitut• fo' til• M.Gical Humonim• 
UTMB Hotpitlllt at Glllwtton 
School of N tmiltl 
Mrs . Ruth Bender R. N.  M. S .  
Di rect o r ,  As soci at e  Deg ree 
Nurs i ng Prog ram 
Ga l ves t on Co l l ege 
Ga l ve s t on ,  Texas 77550 
Dea r M rs .  Bende r :  
Ap r i l 2 7 ,  1 98'+ 
I wi s h  to reques t your a pp rova l to con duct a resea rch 
s t udy i n  pa rt i a l  fu l f i l l men t o f  my doctora l degree from the 
Un i vers i ty of Tennes see . 
The top i c of th i s  s t udy i s  " De t e rm! n a t  i on o f  Con ten t 
of a S ur g i ca l  Nurse I n ternsh i p" .  As the a t tached abs t ract s t ates , 
I w i s h to co l l ect da ta f rom Un i ve rs i ty o f  T�xas Me d i ca l  B ranch 
Schoo l of Nurs i ng and Ga l ves ton Co l l ege g radua t i ng n u rs i ng s t uden t s , 
the i r  facu l ty and se l ec ted n urs i ng s e rv i ce s ta f f . 
When I began th i s  s t udy i n  1 98 1 , the n u rse i n te rns h i p / 
res i dency p rog rams were f u l ly s up po r t ed by hos p i ta l  a dm i n i s t ra t ion 
and n u rs i ng serv i ce .  Recen t l y  there has been a mod i f i ca t i on i n  
concept and i mp l ementa t i on o f  the i n te rnsh i p  p rog ram. Howeve r ,  
I fee l con f i dent that I can conduct th i s  research p ro fes s i ona l l y 
and exp l a i n  the changes to the i n vo l ved s ubj ects . 
The f i n d i ng s  o f  th i s  resea rch may be use f u l  to facu l ty 
and n u rs i ng serv i ce and app l i cab l e  to the i r e x i s t i ng ,  a p p roved 
p rog rams . 
D i rector o f  S u rg i ca l N u rs i ng 
RF/a j  
At tachmen t 
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Tt1e L' niversiry of Texas .\ledical Branch ar Galveston 
.'tfecticol School 
Gf'flltllo4tll School of BiomltdU:IIl Scif'ncu 
School of Allilld Hellltlt Sciornce• 
Morine Biomltdical lnltitut• 
Jnstitwtt for tile M'ltci1cal Humanitl411 
UTMB Hoapitllll ot Galve1ton 
School of Nw,.i,. 
May 3 ;  1 9 8 4  
M E M 0 R A N 0 U M 
TO : 
FROM : 
SUBJECT : 
Rosemary Fr i t s c h ,  R . N . , M . A .  
Director o f  Surgical Nurs i n g  
Mar j or ie 
Dire c t or 
t :. ( /' 1-
Fors t e r  /-1 . .r �') 1 L.\.. ·.,.. 
of Sponsored Pro grams - Academi c  
O S P  j 8 4 - 8 7  
Uunder t he I ns t i tut ional Review Board ' s  me c hanism f o r  reviewing 
m i n imal r i s k  protocols , your p ro j e c t  as s igned OS P #�e n t i t l ed 
" De t e rminat i o n  o f  Content of a Surgi c a l  Nurs e I n t e rn s hip u 
has been app roved on May 2 ,  1 9 8 4  I am , t herefore , 
p le a s e d  to inform you t hat you may proceed w i t h  t h i s  proj ect 
e f f e c t ive imme d i at e ly . 
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Proj e c t  D i r e c t ors of app r o ved p ro j ec t s  are res p on s ib le for report i n g  
t o  t he I ns t it ut i onal Rev i ew Board a n y  unant i c ip at e d  adve r s e  react i ons 
o b s e rved dur i n g  t he conduct of t he p ro j e c t  as we l l  as any s evere or 
s e r ious s ide e f f e c t s  whet her ant ic ipated or unan t i c ip a t e d . 
Should your p ro j ec t  requi r e  mod i f icat i on w h i c h  alters t he r i s k  t o  
t h e  s ub j ec t  o r  t he me t hod of obt a i n i n g  informed cons ent , t he pro j ec t  
mus t b e  reevaluated b y  t he Ins t i tut ional Rev iew Board b e f ore the 
mod i f icat ion is in i t i ated . 
Comp l e ted s ub j e c t  con.s e n t s  s hould be maintained in t he des ignat ed 
p l ace for at l ea s t  three years a f t e r  t he te rminat ion of t he p ro j ec t . 
A copy of t he comp l eted c o n s e n t  documen t  s h o u ld b e  o f f ered t o  t he 
s ub j ec t . 
M F / n h  
oma OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS...ACADENIC • Ul ADNINISTl!.A noN BLIXl. • GALVESTON, TEX AS  1 n  SO o ( 409 )  761· :1-412 
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S C H O O L  O F  N U R S I N G  
THE U N I V E R S I TY O F  T E XAS �I E D I C A !.  ll R A N C I !  
G A L V E S TO N , T E X AS 
A P P RO V A L  FO Rl-1 F O R  R l! S E A R C H  AN D/O R  �VA I. U i\T I O N S T U D I I: S  
T i t l e  o f  S t ud y .IJetemli.nation of Content of a Surgical Nyr:se Ipterp!ihip 
R e s e a r c h __ x ___________________________ r: v � l u a t i o n  ______________
__
______ 
___ 
I n v e s t i g a t o r RosEmary Fritsch, RN. , W!3 .  
T i t 1 e Director, Surgical Nursing Service. tlDlB 
A f f i l i a t i o n o f  I n v e s t i g a t o r  __ �Ad�iug�cKt�flu;U���t�x�ws.cybop�l�o•t�m�turv��"�i�------
C o l l ab o r a t o rs / o r  C o mm i t  t e e  C h a  i rtn a n  
_
_
____
_
________
__
__
___
_
__ 
_ 
N a m e  t o  C o n t a ct f o r  I n fo rm :�. t i o n  Roseri!J:y Frit:scb. FIN • .  Mj. 
T e l ep h o n e  E x t e n s i o n �7 
! t  i s  r e c o mmen d e d  t h e a c t i o n  o n  t h i s  s t u d y  b e  f o r :  
__ x_ A p p r o v a l  
___ Ap p ro v a l w i t h  t h e f o l l ow i n g  c o n d i t i o n s : 
___ D e f e r r e d  i n  o r d e r  t o : 
___ D i s a p p r o v a l  b e c a u s e  o f :  
LjJ ? ,£( -: : � • .:..' £1. [ ' L 
C h a i �m a n , R e s e a r c h  C o mm i t t e e  
RS : d b g  
l l - 3 0 - S l  
Ll :� t c  
f i i :  1. 'i i V E 1 S i r Y  OF r o r.S · � F. D I C"· L  p;. n cH H O S ? I Tt. L S 
.-' LV E S  T O N , r �  t t. S  
r! O S ?  I f A L  � [;11 1 � I S  T RA f  I O N  
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A P P R OVAL F O RM FOR R E S E AR CH / EVAL U A f i ON S T U D I E S  I N  '..iH I CH HO S P I T A L  E '1 P L : Y E E S  OR P ". A C T I C E 
.� � E  S U B J E C TS 
T i t l e o f  S t udy I)E T E R ' � I �l AT I .: N  OF C IJ 'H E N T  O F  A S t.: � r, I C.� L �l t.: R S E  l l; r :: =. � : ;; ' I P  ------ ---- - '-- --
Ac t i v i ty D i rec t o r  ROS E MARY F R I TS CH R . N . , M . A . 
De p a r tmen t  S U RG I CA L  O P E RA T I NG A N D  A C U T E  CARE 
S U ? P O RT S E R V I C E S  
T i t l e  D I R E C TO R O F  S U RG I CA L  N S G .  
C o  l l u bo ra t 6 rs X X X  
A DO C T O RA L  D I S S E R TA T I ON 
Name to con t a c t  fo r i n fo r;;,a t i on R O S E 11ARY F R I TS CH --������--------------
Te l e ph o n e  e �t ens i on 6 6 4 5  
TH I S  S f U DY li AS B E E N : 
_ _j 
AP P RO V E D  
,-,;: ,' � O V E D '..J i fH T H E  FO L LO'..J I IIG C C �: D I T 1 ·2 �l S : 
DE F E R R E D  I N  :) R D E R  fO : 
0 1 S AP P � O V t D  J E C�U S E  O F : 
/\ 1  .,Tn-L _ Lc-13· 1�1n c . 11-. -D _ --- --
--- - - -- ­
V i c e P r o : � i .! c: n t  f u r  1J I" i v.; r s i t y Ho s p i t .:J l s  E -< t..: c u t i -.; e 11 i c c 
f. � ·- i n i s t r ,, t i 0 n .... - • - • £" ; • •  -C • .l I · • ..: ':l  5 I ' ' • ·1 1 f 'J 
fHE VI I IJE � S I TY O F  T E XAS 11 E O I CAL S R;: � CH >iO S P I TALS 
G A LV E S TON , T E XAS 
D E P ARTMENT O F  N U RS I NG 
,;f' P ROVAL I'ORM F O R  E X T AA  Oi. P:\ RT:1E NTAL N U RS l NG R E SE AR C H  AN D EVALUA T I ON 
STUD I E S OR ! N TRAOEPAR Tt1 E!HAL flU R S I NG RESEARCH 
r 1  r L E  O F  S TU DY DET E RM I NAT I O N OF CONTENT O F  A S UR G I CAL N U R S E I NT E R N S H I P  
R E S E ARCH ______ �X�X�X�------------------------- E VALUAT I O N __________ _ 
A C r l V I TY D I RE C T O R  _____ R;.;;O;.;:S;.::E:.;.;H.:.;A;,;.RY.:......;.F..;.R;,;.I..;.T..:.S..:.CH:.:....t..• ..;.R:.:.·.:.:N.:. • .:.• ..:.�'�.:.:.·.:.A:.:..-----------------
T I T L E  D I RE C T O R  O F  S U R G I CAL N U R S I NG 
DI::: P:'\Rni E N T  S URG I CAL O PE RAT I NG AND A C U T E  CARE COLLABO RATpR S  __ ..;..A;....;;;.D..:.O..:.C T;.;O;.;.R.;.;..A;.;:;L _ _ _ _   
SUPPORT S E RV I CES 
D I S S � RTAT I O N _ _ _ _ 
r: >.,'1E TO CON TAC T FOR l llF O R.'1A T l  ON ______ R....;O;_;S:..::E:.;.;I".;..;A;.;.RY�F-R...;..I ..;..T..:.S C..:.H..;...,..__R...;... �N..:.• __ 
T t:: LEPHONE E X  r E N S  I ON_i.§_I:L_ __ DATE 
- -- - - -- � -· ====-= - - ---
I t  i s  r.;c:o"""''". k d  t h i s  a<:: t i on on t h i s  s t udy be fo r :  
J\P P R O VAL 
X �P PROVAL � I TH THE FOL LOW I NG CON D I T I O NS : 
A P R I L  1 7 . l:J�-- -- -·· _ 
J""';. t' � r  , , ; /  t�. r -; 1  . .:. r:, :. t. , t '� t f', c. , u : l  Et... ·..��..:: ... �. .- �  , : ,:(" .. ._ (t. (: ; � ,�. � -( . �·� ( rt( lr�f. ' t.c : ..t �· , . l � \>· ( ��-� , � ·c-1" :- /"�' ._ � l..ol . , . , ·,.. . � � [·, .. ... .. .:" , l ... � c::; :::.. ... �:. ... "; ,.:.. .. �'  
,'1,.. · ) , ;. 1... F;/ /( , * ,.; i "  • ; i� ( t 1 ( ._{  �t". AC.... .,.t l  t__., 1 (  1\ t l  • I;) (  ,.i../. ·'"r r t . ·  '- '  , , .,( 1 ,.. • 11  'i J·� f"!,� , t. , ! I  
/' 
J� - � � ?E O I N  O R J E R  ro : 
D I SAPPROVA L  AE C�U S E  O F : 
(\ 
�-�·�.:i�.� rf .. :�j_J.J / :: 
'�P ·J t  r i  c i  .:1 K�y)cr , :� R .  '1 . , 11 . 9'. N .  
r - c: <: • •C i vc Di rcc t 0 r  fu r S u , ; i c a l  
;< r . 1 t i · 1 g  . , r. d  ,",� w t �  C J r c c; ,.,�� ;or t 
": · � I  J j C t ! S  
I - I I . ' . .. � . . ' 
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APPENDIX C 
STAFF NURSE I 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
SUM!WI.Y 
THE UNIVEllSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
S taff Nurse I 
1059 
Formulated. : 
Raviewad: 
Revised : 
May 10 , 1981 
November 7 ,  1981 
November 30 , 1981 
Funct ioa • • • • •  Und.er supervision, performs routine nursing care proced.ures and on a 
progressive basis as determtned through demonstrated competence, 
performs increasingly more complex nurs ing cares . Assists in the 
planning and evaluatin& o f  nursin& cara for the aas ianed patients . 
Participates in clinical nurs ing research. Serves as a patient 
advocate within the health care delivery system. 
Scope • • • • • • • •  Works in variable patient care situations . Responsible for the 
safety , comfort, nursin& care and treatment of usigned patients 
accordina to established le&al, ethical and institutional standards . 
Shift accountability. Adheres to the philosophy ,  obj ectives , 
s tandards , policies and procedures of the department and organization. 
DUTIES 
Typical 
Clinical Practice Skills : 
Demonstrates ability to utilize nurs ing process and skills , taka nurs ing 
his tories and assessments includ.ing those of newly admitted patients , 
document conditions and/or situations of varying patient acuity , 
observe patient' s  responses , select and carry out routine comfortive 
and therapeutic nursing measures for the ass igned patients . Assists 
o ther health care personnel in the performance o f  patient activities 
of daily living as indicated by the patient ' s  plan of car e .  
Delivers nurs in& care such a s  administering medications an d  trea tments as 
prescribed by a liceased physician consistent with current app roved 
policies and procedures . 
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Executes physician ' s  orders in accordance with legal , ethical and ins titutional 
standards . 
Demons trates ability to observe and record signs, symptoms and behaviors o f  
patient s .  Presents the asses sment o f  changes , the proposed revision of 
interventions and desired outcomes to appropriate nursing personnel.  
Delivers the des ignated therapeutic nursing interventions to assigned 
patients consistent with the stated medical plan of care. 
Demonstrates ability to participate in set ting priorities and planning for 
short and long term health goals with the patient and /or family . 
As sis ts with patient ' s  discharge planning and learns to incorporate 
the goals into a written nursing care plan. 
tmplements ,  utilizes and beg ins to modify nursing care plans to provide care 
based on behavioral and biological status of patient. 
Documents the implementation of the plan o f  care as patient condition, acuity 
and recep tivity changes . Not if ies appro priate nurs ing , medical 
personnel of changes in patient status . 
-�- S taff Nurse I 
Participates in patient rounds as per unit policy. Follows Infection Control 
measures , 
Responsibile for the safety , comfort , care and treatment of assigned patients 
consistent with policies and procedures of the department and organi­
zation. 
Maintains patient ' s  privacy and confidentiality of information and records . 
Is reliable in performance of duties , courteous and understanding of the 
requirements and/or needs of other members of the health team. 
Assists with identifying patient care problema for investigation and/or clinical 
research. 
Adheres to standards of nursing practice as defined in : a) Texas Nurs e  
Practice Act /Board o f  Nurse Examiners , S tandards of RN Role and 
Responsibilities , b) Licensure and Practice , c) S tandards of the 
American Nurses Association, d) Standards of Practice as stated in 
the Joint Commission on Hospitals Manual. 
Patient Care Responsibilities : 
Accountable for the nursing care delivered to assigned patients . 
Participates in shift report to provide continuity of patient care . 
Monitors , identifies and communicates to appropriate nursing , medical personnel 
conditiocs , needs , situations affecting the patients /unit environment 
such as unusual occurrences , irregular activities related to patien t s /  
families , visitors . 
Provides and/or may assist others in providing current documentation of nursing 
care in patient ' s  record. 
S•rves as a patient advocate within the health care delivery system. 
Adheres to the appropriate dress code of the department . 
Cooperates with unit and hosp ital regulations . Reports on duty consis tently 
and promptly, 
Performs related duties as required. 
Periodic 
Participates in unit meetings and environmental rounds as per unit policy . 
Records and reports unusual occurrences . 
Maintains annual re-certification in basic life support . Initiates cardio­
pulmonary resuscitation. 
Demons trates ability to use unit safety devices s•:ch as fire extinguishers , 
patient evacuation procedures . 
Performs proper procedures for care of deceased patients and organ transplan t /  
bank situations . 
Participates in quality assurance programs and nursing committee activities . 
In �ollaboration with others , as sists in set ting s tandards of care . 
Assists s tudents with patient care activities . Accepts physician telephone 
orders on an emergency basis . 
Participates 1n inservice and continuing education programs to maintain and 
increase own clinical competency . Participates in self evaluation . 
Identifies and recommends unit inservice needs ; contributes to the development 
of s taff through participation in orientation and inservice pro grams . 
May be transferred to another unit in area by the appropriate nursing manager 
for the purpose of providing unit coverage on an equitable basis . 
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APPENDIX D 
RANK AND WEIGHT 
STANDINGS OF EACH TOPIC 
1 5 2  
TABLE XXXVI 
RANK STANDING OF EACH TOPIC 
All BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS 
Category Groups 
Professional Topics 
Effective Documentation 1 1 1 2 3 2 
Problem Solving 2 2 4 . 5  3 1 1 
Legal Aspects 3 3 6 4 5 . 5 3 
Strategies for Decision 
Making 4 4 3 7 2 7 . 5  
Implementing Nursing 
S tandards 5 5 9 1 9 4 
Professional Role and 
Relationships 6 7 2 5 8 7 . 5  
Management S trategies 
and Skills 7 6 4 . 5  10 4 9 
Conflict Management 8 9 7 9 5 . 5  5 
Quality Assurance 9 8 1 2  6 7 6 
Change Process 10 10 10 1 1  1 0  1 1  
Interdepartmental 
Relationships 11 1 3  1 1  8 1 1  10 
Health Care Economics 1 2  1 2  8 12 12 13 
Trends and I ssues in 
Nursing 13 11 14 1 3  13 12 
Pol itics of Health Care 14 14 13 14 14 14 
Perso nal  Topics 
Time Management 1 1 1 1 1 . 5  2 
Effective Communication 2 2 3 2 1 . 5  1 
Stress Management 3 4 2 3 3 3 
Assertiveness Training 4 3 6 . 5  6 4 4 
"Burnout" Prevention 5 5 4 4 8 7 
Interpersonal 
Relationships 6 7 6 . 5  5 5 5 . 5  
Leadership Development 7 6 5 7 6 5 . 5  
Group Dynamics 8 8 8 9 7 8 
Values Clarification 9 9 9 8 9 9 
1 53 
TABLE XXXVI (Continued ) 
Category All BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS 
Groups 
Patient/FamilX ToEics 
Patient/Famil y  Teaching 1 1 8 3 3 1 
Crisis Intervention 2 6 1 1 7 4 
Pain Theory and Inter-
vention 3 8 4 4 6 2 
Discharge Planning 4 2 9 10 1 3 
Grief and Loss 5 4 2 5 11 5 
Nutritional Support 
and Assessment 6 7 5 8 4 8 
Care of the Dying 
Patient 7 3 3 6 10 1 1 . 5  
Health Promotion 8 9 14 2 2 7 
Aspects of Rehabilitation 9 12 1 1  7 5 6 
Patient/Family  
Behavioral Problems 10 10 6 12 9 1 1 . 5  
Fami ly  Dynamics 11 5 12 14 8 10 
Mobility and Immobility 12  13  7 9 12  9 
Therapeutic Touch 13  11  13 11 13  13  
Cultural/Religious Values 
and Health Care 14  14 10 13 14 14 
Broad Clinical Topics 
Emergency Care--Shock and 
Hemorrhage 1 1 1 1 2 1 
Care of  the Critically 
Ill Patient 2 6 2 . 5  4 5 . 5  4 . 5  
Clinical Judgment Skills 3 8 2 . 5  8 4 2 
Patient Assessment by  
Systems 4 7 5 . 5  6 1 6 
Advanced Life Support 5 . 5  4 4 3 7 8 
Fluid and Electrolyte 
Balance 5 . 5  2 9 . 5  2 9 4 . 5  
Pharmacology Update 7 3 5 . 5  9 3 9 
Respiratory Care 8 5 7 5 8 10 
Nursing Diagnosis/Care 
Plans 9 11  12 . 5  10 5 . 5  3 
Total Parenteral Nutrition 10 10 8 7 12  11  
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TABLE XXXVI (Continued ) 
Category All BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS 
Groups 
Broad Clinical Topics 
Nursing Grand Rounds 13 12  12 . 5  15  10 14 
Decubitus Care 11  13  9 . 5  1 2  1 3  1 3  
Review of  the Nursing 
Process 1 2  15  14 14 11 7 
Nursing Grand Rounds 13 12 1 2 . 5  15  10 14 
Oncology Update 14 11  13  14  14  12  
Central Venous Pressure 
Monitoring 15 9 15 11 15 15  
Surgical Nursing Topics 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Pathophysiology of 
S pecific Surgical 
Conditions 2 2 3 . 5 3 7 3 
Rehabilitation of the 
Surgical Patient 3 3 5 8 2 2 
Care of Drainage Tubes 4 4 3 . 5  5 4 4 
Coping with Alterations 
in Body Image/Life 
Styles 5 5 . 5  1 9 3 5 
Tracheostomy Care 6 8 6 . 5  2 6 6 
Oral/Pharyngeal Suction-
ing 7 5 . 5  8 4 8 7 
Ostomy Care 8 7 6 . 5  6 5 8 
Wound Debridement 9 9 10 7 9 9 
Limb Reattachment 10 10 9 10 10 10 
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TABLE XXXVII 
WEIGHT STANDING OF EACH TOPIC 
Category All BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS 
Groups 
Professional Topic s  
Prob lem Solving 1 3 1 4 1 4 
Effec t ive Documentation 2 1 9 1 2 1 
Legal Aspects 3 . 5  2 12  3 4 3 
Imp lementing Nursing 
S tandards 3 . 5  7 5 2 8 2 
Professional Role 
and Relationships 5 10 2 5 5 7 
Conflict Management 6 6 4 7 10 5 
Quality Assurance 7 5 10 . 5  6 7 6 
Management Strategies 
and Skills 8 . 5  4 6 . 5 1 1  6 8 
Strategies for 
Decision Making 8 . 5  9 6 . 5  8 3 9 
Interdepartmental 
Relationships 10 12 8 9 1 1  1 0  
Health Care Economic s  1 1  13  3 12  12  12  
Change Process 12 1 1  1 3 . 5  10 9 1 1  
Trends and Is sues i n  
Nursing 13 8 13 . 5  13 14 13 
Politics of  Health Care 14 14 10 . 5  14 13 14 
Personal Topics 
Effective Communication 1 2 1 1 5 1 
Time Management 2 1 3 2 1 4 
St ress Management 3 3 4 . 5  3 2 3 
Assertiveness Training 4 4 7 7 3 2 
"Burnout" Prevention 5 5 2 4 7 6 
Leadership Development 6 6 4 . 5  6 4 5 
Interpersonal 
Relationships 7 7 6 5 6 7 
Group Dynamics 8 . 5  9 8 . 5  9 8 8 
Val ues Clarification 8 . 5  8 8 . 5  8 9 9 
1 56 
TABLE XXXVII (Continued ) 
Category All BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS 
Groups 
Patient/Family Topics 
Discharge Planning 1 1 1 8 2 1 
Pat ient /Family Teaching 2 2 9 3 1 2 
Health Promotion 3 7 3 2 4 6 
Crisis Intervention 4 6 6 1 5 5 
Pain Theory and 
Intervention 5 5 7 4 6 3 
Care of the Dying 
Patient 6 4 2 5 8 7 
Grief and Los s  7 3 8 6 9 4 
Aspects  of Rehabilitation 8 1 1  1 1  7 3 9 
Nutritional Assessment 9 
and Support 9 8 8 l l . S  8 
Patient/Family 
Behavioral Problems 10 10 4 l l  1 1 . 5  1 2  
Mobility and Immo bility ll 12  13 . 5  13 7 10 
Family Dynamics 11 9 12  12  10 13  
Therapeutic Touch 13 13 1 3 . 5  10 1 3  1 1  
Cultural/Religious Values 
and Health Care 14 14 10 14 14 14 
Broad Clinical Topics 
Emer gency Care--Shock 
and Hemorrhage 1 2 5 1 4 1 
Patient Assessment 
by Systems 2 1 2 . 5  5 2 4 
Clinical Judgmen t  Skills 3 8 1 6 1 3 
Pharmacology Update 4 4 2 . 5  7 3 1 1  
Fluid and Electrolyte 
Balance 5 5 1 1  2 5 6 
Advanced Life Support 6 9 7 . 5  3 7 7 
Nursing Diagnosis/Care 
Plans 7 6 12 . 5  8 6 2 
Respiratory Care 8 3 1 2 . 5  4 8 . 5  9 
Decu bitus Care 9 7 7 . 5  10 1 0  
Total Parent eral Nutrition 10 11 10 9 10 8 
1 5 7  
TABLE XXXVII (Continued)  
Category All BSN BSF ADS ADF NSS 
Groups 
Broad Cl inical Topics 
Oncology Update 1 1  13 4 1 2  1 1  12  
Review o f  the Nursing 
Process 1 2  14 6 14 15 5 
Central Venous Pressure 
Monitoring 13 10 14 11 8 . 5  15  
Nursing Grand Round s 14 12  9 15 12  14 
Care of the Critically 
Ill Patient 15  15 15 13 14 13  
Surgical Nursing Topics 
Pre and Post Operative 
Teaching/Care 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Pathophysiology o f  
S pecific Surgical 
Conditions 2 2 4 2 4 2 
Reha bilitation of the 
Surgical Patient 3 3 3 4 2 8 
Coping with Alterations 
in Body Image/Life 
Styles 4 7 2 3 3 7 
Tracheos tomy Care 5 8 5 . 5  5 7 . 5 5 
Oral/Pharyngeal Suctioning 6 4 9 . 5  6 1 0  3 
Wound Debridement 7 6 8 7 5 9 
Ostomy Care 8 5 5 . 5  10 9 6 
Care of  Drainage Tubes 9 9 9 . 5  8 7 . 5  4 
Limb Reattachment 10 10 7 9 6 10 
VITA 
Rosemary R .  Fritsch was born in Sylvania , Ohio , where she 
received her early education . She attended The Athenaeum of Ohio 
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in Cincinnati and was awarded a Bachelor of Science degree in Secon­
dary Education . She taught junior high students for several years , 
and then entered a d iploma nursing program at the Mercy  School of 
Nursing , Toledo , Ohio . 
After several years of experience as a nurse administrator 
and educator , she attended Columbia University , New York , and re­
ceived a Master ' s  degree in Administration of Hospital Nursing Ser­
vice . During her professional experiences as a nurse admini strator , 
she developed and implemented nurse internship programs at the 
Medical College of Virginia , Richmond , Alexandria Hospital , Alexandria , 
Virginia , Piedmont Hospital , Atlanta , Georgia , S t .  Mary ' s  Medical 
�enter , Knoxville , Tennessee , and the Uni versity of Texas Medical 
Branch Hospitals ,  Galveston . 
Her Doctoral degree of  Education was awarded by the University 
of Tennessee , Knoxville , in  March , 1986 . She is  presentl y  teaching 
nursing administration in the graduate School of  Nursing , University 
of Massachusetts , Amherst . She is  a member of Si gma Theta Tau , Pi 
Lamba Theta and Phi Kappa Phi . 
